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On the structure of the module of Euler
systems for a p-adic representation

Alexandre Daoud

Abstract. We investigate a question of Burns and Sano concerning the struc-
ture of the module of Euler systems for a general p-adic representation. As-
suming the weak Leopoldt conjecture, and the vanishing of �-invariants of
natural Iwasawa modules, we obtain an Iwasawa-theoretic classi�cation cri-
terion for Euler systems which can be used to study this module. This cri-
terion, taken together with Coleman’s conjecture on circular distributions,
leads us to pose a re�nement of the aforementioned question for which we
provide strong, and unconditional, evidence. We furthermore answer this
question in the a�rmative inmany interesting cases in the setting of themul-
tiplicative group over number �elds. As a consequence of these results, we
derive explicit descriptions of the structure of the full collection of Euler sys-
tems for the situations in consideration.
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1. Introduction
The theory of Euler systems, and thus also the closely related theory of Koly-

vagin systems, plays an important role in determining the structure of Selmer
groups attached to particularp-adic representations. The existence of an appro-
priate non-trivial Euler system in a given context has applications to both the
Bloch-Kato Conjecture and Iwasawa Main Conjectures; as was demonstrated,
for example, by Kolyvagin in his seminal article [27] and Rubin in [34].
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It seems to be the case, however, that the problem of constructing an Euler
system for a given representation is extremely di�cult. To date only a hand-
ful of families of p-adic representations have been discovered to possess a non-
trivial Euler system related to L-values. Some examples have arisen via classical
and well-understood algebraic number theory such as the system of cyclotomic
units. Others were discovered only after proving deep results in arithmetic ge-
ometry. As an example, one has Kato’s Euler system for the Tate module of
an elliptic curve over ℚ; its existence e�ectively depending on the celebrated
modularity theorem.

To further complicatematters, there exists a vast class of representations that
do not seem to �t into the framework given by the de�nition of an Euler sys-
tem as a system of cohomology classes satisfying corestriction relations. In her
work [32], Perrin-Riou attempted to rectify this by asking for Euler systems to
be families of elements of appropriate exterior powers of cohomology modules:
so-called ‘higher rank’ Euler systems. While the incorporation of a notion of
‘rank’ into the theory of Euler systems has proven malleable, it still seems a
daunting task to (unconditionally) construct examples of such a system.

Motivated by the Rubin-Stark conjecture, Burns and Sano slightly modi�ed
in [13] the de�nition of a higher rank Euler system to be a family of elements in
so-called ‘exterior biduals’ of appropriate cohomology groups. Armed with this
de�nition, they were able to construct a module ESb(T) of higher rank Euler
systems which is non-zero under mild hypotheses on the given representation
T. They then went on in [13, Rem. 1.6] to explicitly ask how common it is for
an arbitrary element of the full module of Euler systems ES(T) to be an element
of ESb(T).

In this present article we attempt to provide a conjectural framework, and
some results, towards this question. For suitably chosen representations we
pose in Question 1.8 the following re�nement of the question of Burns and
Sano: are all systems in ES(T) contained in ESb(T)? This question can be seen
as an analogue for p-adic representations of [3, Conj. 2.5] formulated by Burns,
Sano, Seo and the presently named author. The formulation of Question 1.8
is thus motivated by Coleman’s conjecture on circular distributions which is
equivalent to the assertion that, modulo torsion, all Euler systems de�ned over
abelian extensions of ℚ arise from the cyclotomic Euler system.

An a�rmative answer to our question would provide a heuristic for why
Euler systems tend to be so di�cult to construct. Indeed, Question 1.8 lends
credence to the belief that for nice enough representations (such as those com-
ing from geometry), all its associated Euler systems of appropriate rank arise
from determinants of particular cohomology complexes CE,S(E) (see Appendix
A). While these determinants tend to be algebraically supple they are verymys-
terious objects in general; for example, they appear as central players in the
Burns-Flach formulation of the equivariant Tamagawa Number Conjecture.
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In the course of this article we shall use the equivariant theory of higher rank
Kolyvagin and Stark systems of Burns, Sakamoto and Sano to provide strongun-
conditional evidence for Question 1.8 for representations and �elds satisfying
so-called ‘standard hypotheses’. We will then go on to employ Iwasawa theory
to give an explicit criterion for an Euler system to be an element of ESb(T) in
terms of classical Iwasawa-theoretic divisibilities.

We moreover leverage the classical theory of Euler systems in the sense of
Kolyvagin to give a proof of Question 1.8 for particular twisted representations
of ℤp(1) over ℚ. Consequently we are able to obtain an explicit description
of the Galois module structure of the full module of Euler systems for these
representations. To bemore precise, we show that themodule of rank oneEuler
systems for ℚ and the aforementioned twisted representations is free of rank
one over the appropriate Iwasawa algebrawith a basis given by the Euler system
of cyclotomic units.

While we are not at this stage able to give an answer to Question 1.8 for more
general representations over number �elds (due, in part, to the di�cult condi-
tion of vanishing �-invariants), we are able to give partial ‘systems-level’ re-
sults. For example, we show that for any elliptic curve overℚ satisfying partic-
ular technical hypotheses, there exists a basic Euler system which agrees with
Kato’s Euler system on the cyclotomic ℤp-extension of ℚ.

1.1. Notation and set-up.

1.1.1. Arithmetic. Throughout this article we �x a rational odd prime p and
a number �eld K. We denote by K a �xed algebraic closure and GK its absolute
Galois group. We �x also a �nite extension Q of ℚp and write R for its ring of
integers. We assume to be given a �nite-dimensional separable commutative
Q-algebra ℬ and a Gorenstein R-order ℛ in ℬ. We denote by T a p-adic rep-
resentation of K with coe�cients in ℛ (that is to say, a discrete free ℛ-module
admitting a continuous action of GK).

Given any abelian extensionK ofK wewriteΩ(K∕K) for the collection of �-
nite intermediate �elds ofK∕K. For a �xedE ∈ Ω(K∕K)wewriteGE for its Ga-
lois groupGal(E∕K), S∞(E) for the set of its archimedean places and Sram(E∕K)
for those primes ofK that ramify in E. Moreover, given any set of places S of K,
we write S(E) ∶= S ∪ Sram(E∕K) and SE for the set of those places of E that lie
above those in S. Except in cases of ambiguity we will often omit this subscript.

We write Sp(K) for the set of p-adic places of K and Sram(T) for the set of
places of K at which T is rami�ed. We then denote

Smin(T) ∶= S∞(K) ∪ Sp(K) ∪ Sram(T)

and �x forever a set S of places of K containing Smin(T).
For each prime v ∉ S we �x a Frobenius automorphism Frv and de�ne a

polynomial

Pv(x) ∶= det(1 − Fr
−1
v ∣ T) ∈ ℛ[x]
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For every positive integerm we denote by �m the group ofmtℎ roots of unity
in ℚ

×

. We then de�ne a p-adic representation ℤp(1) ∶= lim
←,,,,,m

�m of GK , set
ℛ(1) ∶= ℛ⊗ℤp

ℤp(1) and de�ne the Kummer dual T∗(1) ∶= Homℛ(T,ℛ(1)).
We denote byTE the inducedmodule IndGE

GK
(T). We remark thatTE identi�es

with ℛ[GE]⊗ℛ T upon which GK acts via the rule

� ⋅ (a ⊗ t) ∶= a�
−1
⊗ �t

for � ∈ GK , a ∈ ℛ[GE] and t ∈ T where � is the image of � in GE .

1.1.2. HomologicalAlgebra. For any commutative ringAwedenote byD(A)
the derived category of complexes of A-modules and by Dp

(A) the full triangu-
lated subcategory of D(A) consisting of those complexes which are perfect (in
other words, those complexes which are isomorphic inD(A) to a bounded com-
plex of �nitely generated projective A-modules).

Given a Galois extension of �elds F∕E and N an A[GE]-module admitting a
continuousGal(F∕E)-action, we write RΓ(F∕E,N) for the complex of continu-
ous cochains of N. If F is the separable closure of E then we abbreviate this to
just RΓ(E,N).

For any �nite set of places U of K containing Smin(N), let EU denote the
maximal Galois extension of E unrami�ed outside of the places lying above
those inU. ThenN is naturally aGal(EU∕E)module andwewriteRΓ(OE,U , N)

for RΓ(EU∕E,N).
We de�ne the compactly-supported cohomology complexRΓc(OE,U , N) to be

the mapping �bre in D(A[GE]) of the natural localisation morphism

RΓ(OE,U , N)→
⨁

w∈UE

RΓ(Ew, N)

induced by in�ation with respect toGE → Gal(EU∕E) and then restriction with
respect to GEw ⊆ GE .

Now �x a place w ∉ UE . We de�ne the �nitely-supported cohomology com-
plex

RΓf(Ew, N) ∶= RΓ(Eurw ∕Ew, N)

where Eurw is the maximal unrami�ed extension of Ew. We remark that this
complex is isomorphic in Dp

(A[GE]) to the complex

[N
1−Fr

−1
w

,,,,,,→ N] (1)

concentrated in degrees zero and one.
For each ∗ ∈ {∅, c, f } and i ∈ ℤ, we denote by Hi

∗(−, N) the cohomology
modulesHi(RΓ∗(−, N)).
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1.1.3. Algebra. Let X be an A-module. We write X∗ ∶= HomA(X,A). We
writeXtor for its torsion submodule as an abelian group andXtf for the quotient
X∕Xtor. If, moreover,A is an integral domainwith fraction �eldF thenwewrite
A∨ for the Pontryagin dual HomA(X, F∕A).

We write dA for the determinant functor of Knudsen andMumford from the
category of �nitely generated projective A-modules to that of graded invertible
A-modules. We recall that this functor induces a functor on Dp

(A) which, by
abuse of notation, we also denote dA.

WhenG is an abelian group, we denote by (−)# the involution functor on the
category of A[G]-modules which sends an A[G]-module X to the module with
the same underlying abelian group structure but with the G-action twisted by
the involution g ↦ g−1 of A[G].

Given an integer r ≥ 0we de�ne the rtℎ exterior bidual ofX to be themodule
⋂r

A
X ∶= (

⋀r

A
X∗)

∗

We remark that there is a natural homomorphism

�r ∶
⋀r

A
X →

⋂r

A
X

x ↦ (� ↦ �(x))

which is, in general, neither injective nor surjective. We also recall from [13,
Prop. A.8] that when A = ℛ[GE] for some E ∈ Ω(K∕K), then �r induces an
isomorphism

{ x ∈ Q ⋅
⋀r

ℛ[GE]
X

||||||
Φ(x) ∈ ℛ[GE] for all Φ ∈

⋀r

ℛ[GE]
X∗ }

∼
,→

⋂r

ℛ[GE]
X

where we have abbreviated the functor Q⊗R − to Q ⋅ −.
If G is �nite, X a ℤ[G]-module, and  ∈ Ĝ a character, we de�ne the (p,  )-

part X of X to be the ℤp[im( )]-module X ⊗ℤ[G] ℤp[im( )] where we regard
ℤp[im( )] as a ℤp[G]-algebra via  . Given x ∈ X we write x for the element
x ⊗ 1 of X .

1.2. Statement of the question and main results.

1.2.1. Modules of Euler systems. In this subsection we brie�y review the
various modules of Euler systems with which we shall be concerned. To do
this, we �x an abelian extensionK∕K.

Given a pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ in Ω(K∕K) we note that the corestriction map
induces, for each r ≥ 0, a morphism

coresE′∕E ∶ Q⊗R

⋀r

ℛ[GE′ ]
H1(OE′,S(E′), T)→ Q⊗R

⋀r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E′), T)

With this in mind we then make the following de�nition:
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De�nition 1.1. A rational Euler system of rank r ≥ 0 for the pair (T,K) is a
collection

� ∶= (�E)E ∈
∏

E∈Ω(K∕K)

Q⊗R

⋀r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

such that for every pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ in Ω(K∕K) one has

coresE′∕E(�E′) =
⎛

⎜

⎝

∏

v∈S(E′)∖S(E)

Pv(Fr
−1
v )

⎞

⎟

⎠

�E

inside Q⊗R

⋀r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E′), T). We denote by RESr(T,K) the collection of

such rational Euler systems of rank r for (T,K) and note that it can naturally
be endowed with the structure of an ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-module.

De�nition 1.2. An Euler system of rank r ≥ 0 for the pair (T,K) is an element
� ∈ RESr(T,K) with the property that for each E ∈ Ω(K∕K) one has that

�E ∈
⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

The set of all such Euler systems of rank r is an ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-submodule of
RESr(T,K) which we denote by ESr(T,K).

1.2.2. Admissible pairs. We consider the following natural hypotheses on
the pair (T,K):

Hypothesis 1.3.
(H0) Theℛ-module YK(T) ∶=

⨁

v∈S∞(K)
H0(Kv, T

∗(1)) is free of rank r ≥ 1.
(H1) T is rami�ed at only �nitely many primes of K.
(H2) For all E ∈ Ω(K∕K) the invariants moduleH0(E, T) vanishes.
(H3) For all E ∈ Ω(K∕K) the cohomology group H1(OE,S(E), T) is R-torsion-

free.

Hypothesis 1.4. K is an abelian pro-p extension such that
(1) K contains the maximal p-extension inside the ray class �eld modulo q

for almost all primes q of K;
(2) K = K′K∞ where K′ is unrami�ed at all places in S and K∞ is a ℤp-

extension ofK, withGalois groupΓ, which is disjoint from theHilbert class
�eld of K and in which no non-archimedean place splits completely.

Remark 1.5. AssumeK is chosen to satisfy Hypothesis 1.4 and �x a �eld E ∈

Ω(K′∕K). Then it is easy to check that there is a canonical decomposition of
Galois groups

Gal(EK∞∕K) ≅ Gal(E∕K) × Gal(K∞∕K)

To give an example of when this hypothesis is satis�ed, one can take p to be a
prime not dividing the class number of K, K∞ a ℤp-extension of K andK′ the
maximal abelian extension of K which is unrami�ed at all primes in S.
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Throughout this article we assume that all pairs (T,K), unless otherwise
explicitly stated, satisfy these hypotheses. In this case we shall refer to such
pairs as ‘admissible pairs’.

Example 1.6. If we set T = ℤp(1), then Kummer Theory provides us with an
identi�cation

H1(OE,S(E), T) ≅ O×

E,S(E)
⊗ℤ ℤp

for each E ∈ Ω(K∕K). In particular, if K (and therefore also E) is totally real
then each H1(OE,S(E), T) is ℤp-torsion-free (since p is assumed odd). In this
situation one then has that (T,K) is an admissible pair for appropriately chosen
K.

Remark 1.7. In order to maximise potential applications, the present article
has been written with a high level of generality in mind. In particular, the co-
e�cient ring ℛ is rather general and Euler systems are, for the most part, of
arbitrary rank. To facilitate an initial read-through, the reader may wish to re-
strict their attention to the more classical rank-one situation. For example, one
could take K = ℚ,ℛ = ℤp,K to be the maximal totally real sub-extension of
ℚab and T = ℤp(1). In this case r = 1 and one has, for each E ∈ Ω(K∕K), a
canonical isomorphism

⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T) ≅ H1(OE,S(E), T)

so that our de�nition of Euler system for the pair (T,K) coincides with that
of Rubin in [36, Def. II.1.1] (and see also [36, Cor. B.3.5]). In this setting the
reader is therefore free to dispose of all exterior biduals.

1.2.3. Statement of the question and main results. In this section we re-
view the main results of this article. For ease of reading, we may defer the full
statement of a given result to the main body of the article and prefer to give a
less precise version here. For the convenience of the reader, each result will be
listed with the numbering of its corresponding precise version in parentheses.

At the outset we recall that for every admissible pair (T,K), Burns and Sano
have constructed in [13, §2.5] a module of so-called ‘basic’ Euler systems
ES

b
(T,K) (and we warn the reader that their T corresponds to our T∗(1)). We

remark that their construction is in terms of an auxiliary set of places Σ disjoint
from S but the assumed validity of (H3) implies that we can take Σ = ∅.

Following Coleman’s work on circular distributions (see, for example, [14])
and the article [3] of Burns, Sano and Seo and the presently named author, we
are led to formulate the following question re�ning the one posed in [13, Rem.
1.6].

Question 1.8. Is every element of ESr(T,K) contained in ES
b
(T,K)?

As general evidence towards an a�rmative answer to this question we use
the techniques of Burns and Sano in [13] and Burns, Sano and Sakamoto in [10]
to prove the following result which can be seen as an analogue of [3, Thm. 2.7].
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Proposition 1.9 (2.2). Let E ∈ Ω(K∕K) be a �eld that satis�es ‘standard hy-
potheses’ for the representation T. Then for every Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K)

there exists a basic Euler system in ESb(T,K) that agrees with � on E.

Now, the proof of the equivariant Tamagawa Number Conjecture for abelian
extensions of ℚ of Burns and Greither in [5] suggests to us (c.f. Remark 3.7)
that in order to obtain results towards our question about Euler systems them-
selves (and not just at a �xed level E ∈ Ω(K∕K) as in Proposition 1.9), one
must employ Iwasawa Theory. To this end we shall give an Iwasawa-theoretic
reinterpretation, modulo the validity of the weak Leopoldt conjecture, of the
construction of ESb(T,K).

This reinterpretation then allows us to establish the following criterion for
an Euler system to be basic in whichH2

Iw
(OE,S(E), T) is an Iwasawa cohomology

group.

Theorem1.10 (3.14). Let � ∈ ES
r
(T,K) be an Euler system and assume that the

�-invariants of a family of natural Iwasawamodules vanish. Then� ∈ ES
b
(T,K)

if and only if for every E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and certain characters  ∈ ĜE for which
e ⋅ (�En)n is non-trivial one has

charV
E, 

(
H2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

 
) |||||||

charV
E, 

⎧
⎪

⎨
⎪

⎩

⎧
⎪

⎨
⎪

⎩

(lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T))

 

⟨(�En)n⟩
 
V
E, 

⎫
⎪

⎬
⎪

⎭

⎫
⎪

⎬
⎪

⎭

where
V
E, ∶= ℛ(im( ))[[Gal(E∞∕E)]]. Moreover, � is anℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-basis

of ESb(T,K) if and only if equality of these characteristic ideals holds.

In the setting of the multiplicative group over number �elds, we then use
this criterion to establish the following result concerning Question 1.8.

Theorem 1.11 (4.4). Let  ∶ Gℚ → ℚp

×

be an abelian character of �nite prime-
to-p order satisfying technical hypotheses. LetT be the representation ofGℚ which
is equal toℛ ∶= ℤp(im( )) as anℛ-module and uponwhichGℚ acts via�cyc −1
where �cyc is the cyclotomic character ofℚ. Then for an appropriately chosenK,
Question 1.8 has an a�rmative answer for the pair (T,K).

While this Theorem is stated for characters of Gℚ we are able to obtain in
Theorem 4.7 a similar but somewhat weaker result for general totally real �elds
K.

Combining Theorem 1.11 with the validity of the Iwasawa main conjecture
for abelian �elds, as proved by Greither in [21, Thm. 3.1], we then obtain the
following Corollary.

Corollary 1.12 (4.6). With hypotheses as in Theorem 4.4, ES1(T,K) is a free
ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-module of rank one with a basis given by the Euler system of cy-
clotomic units.
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Finally, we shall state a precise version of, and prove, the following result
which demonstrates that something stronger than the result of Theorem 1.9
can be said about the question of to what extent arbitrary Euler systems over
general representations are basic.

Theorem1.13 (4.10). Letp > 3 andC∕ℚ be an elliptic curve satisfying technical
hypotheses. Denote by Tp(C) the p-adic Tate module of C. Then for any Euler
system � ∈ ES1(Tp(C),K) there exists a basic Euler system that agrees with � on
the cyclotomic ℤp-extension ℚ∞ of ℚ. In particular, this applies to Kato’s Euler
system zKato (which is reviewed in, for example, [10, §6.3]).
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2. Evidence via the theory of Kolyvagin and Stark systems
In this section we provide unconditional evidence for Question 1.8 via the

theory of equivariant higher rank Kolyvagin and Stark systems. We remark the
extensionK∕K need not be assumed to satisfy the decomposition inHypothesis
1.4(2) herein and so we can, and will, ignore this assumption during the course
of this section.

2.1. The set-up. We �x a uniformiser$ of R and write k for the residue �eld
R∕$. We denote by T the residual representation T ⊗R k.

Given a GK-module A we write K(A) for the minimal Galois extension of K
such that GK(A) acts trivially on A. We moreover denote

Kpn ∶= K(1)K(�pn , (O
×
K
)1∕p

n

), Kp∞ ∶=
⋃

n>0

Kpn

where K(1) is the Hilbert class �eld of K.
For any �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K) we then de�ne extensions of E by setting
∙ Epn ∶= EKpn

∙ Ep∞ ∶= EKp∞

∙ E(T)pn ∶= EpnK(T∕p
nT)

∙ E(T)p∞ ∶= Ep∞K(T)
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and denote T = TE for the induced representation IndGE
GK
(T). Given this, we

then have the following ‘standard hypotheses’ on T and E:

(SH0) For almost all primes q of K, the map Frp
k

q −1 is injective on T for all
k ≥ 0.

(SH1) T is an irreducible k[GK]-module.
(SH2) There exists � ∈ GEp∞ such that T∕(� − 1)T is a free ℛ-module of rank

one.
(SH3) The modulesH1(E(T)p∞∕K, T) andH1(E(T)p∞∕K, T

∨

(1)) vanish.

(SH4) If p = 3 then T and T
∨

(1) have no non-zero isomorphic R[GK]-sub-
quotients.

(SH5) For all q in Smin(TE)∖S∞(K), the cohomology groupH0(Kq, T
∨

(1)) van-
ishes.

Example 2.1. There are several examples of representations T and �elds in
Ω(K∕K) for which all of the above hypotheses are satis�ed:

(1) LetK be a totally real �eld and ∶ GK → ℚp

×

an even abelian character
 ≠ 1 of �nite order. Let T be the representation ofGK which is equal to
ℛ ∶= ℤp(im( )) as anℛ-module and upon which GK acts via �cyc −1.
If E ∈ Ω(K∕K) is a �eld with the property that no �nite place in S(E)
splits completely in L then it is shown in [10, Lem. 5.3] that T and E
satisfy all the hypotheses (SH0) through (SH5).

(2) Let C∕ℚ be an elliptic curve and suppose that the image of the repre-
sentation � ∶ Gℚ → GL2(ℤp) ≅ Aut(T) contains SL2(ℤp) where T is
the p-adic Tate module of C. If E ∈ Ω(K∕K) is a �eld with the prop-
erty that for every �nite place v ∈ S(E) the curve C(ℚv) has no points
of order p then it is shown in [10, Lem. 6.17] that T and E satisfy all the
hypotheses (SH0) through (SH5).

2.2. The statement and proof of the result.

2.2.1. Vertical determinantal systems and basic Euler systems. In order
to provide the statement of the precise version of Proposition 1.9, we �rst brie�y
recall the de�nition of basic Euler systems due to Burns and Sano in [13].

Throughout the sequel we use the complex CE,S(E)(T) recalled in Appendix
A and write ΘT,E for the projection map

ΘT,E ∶ dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T))→
⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

constructed in [13, §2.6.3] (denoted by ΠF in loc. cit.).
We then write VS(T,K) for theℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-module of ‘vertical determi-

nantal systems’ for the pair (T,K), whose de�nition we now recall from [13,
Def. 2.9].
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We set

VS(T,K) = lim
←,,,,,

E∈Ω(K∕K)

dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T))

where the transition map �E′∕E is de�ned to be the composite

�E′∕E ∶ dℛ[GE′ ](CE′,S(E′)(T))↠ dℛ[GE](CE,S(E′)(T))
∼
,→ dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T))

⊗ℛ[GE]

⨂

v∈S(E′)⧵S(E)

dℛ[GE](RΓf(Kv, TE))
#

∼
,→ dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T))

Here the �rst arrow is induced by taking Gal(E′∕E)-coinvariants, the second
arrow induced by the exact triangle (36) and the �nal arrow is induced by re-
solving each termRΓf(Kv, TE) via the resolution (1), applying the trivialisation-

by-the-identity map and �nally the involution ℛ[GE]#
∼
,→ ℛ[GE].

By [13, Thm. 2.18] one knows that the tuple of maps (ΘT,E)E induces a ho-
momorphism

ΘT,K ∶ VS(T,K)→ ESr(T,K)

2.2.2. The statement of the result. For the rest of this section we assume
that the pair (T,K) is chosen so as to satisfy (H0), (SH0), (SH1), (SH4) and Hy-
pothesis 1.4.

We remark that if this is the case then [10, Lem. 3.11] implies that (T,K) sat-
is�es the properties (H1) through (H3). As such, the pair (T,K) is admissible.

Given E ∈ Ω(K∕K) we say that E ‘satis�es standard hypotheses for T’ if T
and E satisfy the additional hypotheses (SH2) and (SH5).

The following is the precise version of Proposition 1.9.

Proposition 2.2. Let � ∈ ESr(T,K) be an Euler system. Then for any E ∈

Ω(K∕K) satisfying standard hypotheses we have

�E ∈ ΘT,E(dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T)))

In particular, there exists a basic Euler system c ∈ ES
b
(T,K) with the property

that cE = �E .

In order to prove this result we shall reduce it to a statement about equvivari-
ant Kolyvagin and Stark systems. To do this, we �rst recall several important
constructions related to these systems that are introduced in [13] and [8].

2.2.3. KolyvaginandStark systems. Wewriteℱ for the relaxed Selmer struc-
ture onTE as de�ned, for example, in [10, Ex. 2.4]. We remark that since (SH5)
is satis�ed in this case, ℱ coincides with both ℱur and ℱcan - the unrami�ed
and canonical Selmer structures respectively ([10, Lem. 3.10]).
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We write KSr(T,ℱ) (resp. SSr(T,ℱ)) for the ℛ[GE]-modules of Kolyvagin
systems (resp. Stark systems) of rank r for the pair (T,ℱ) as are de�ned in [8,
Def. 5.24] (resp. [8, Def. 4.11]).

Then [10, Thm. 3.6] implies that, under the present hypotheses, there exists
a canonical ‘Kolyvagin derivative’ homomorphism

DT ∶ ESr(T,K)→ KSr(T,ℱ)

and a canonical ‘regulator’ isomorphism

ℛT ∶ SSr(T,ℱ)
∼
,→ KSr(T,ℱ)

2.2.4. Horizontal determinantal systems. In order to ease notation in the
sequel we shall henceforth write, for each m ≥ 1, rm ∶= ℛ∕$m and Am ∶=

T∕$mT. In [13, Def. 3.2], the authors de�ne a module of ‘horizontal deter-
minantal systems’ for the representation Am. We brie�y outline its de�nition
here. To do this we �rst write, for eachm ≥ 1,Pm for the set of primes q ∉ S(ℱ)

of K such that
∙ q splits completely in Epm ;
∙ Am∕(Frq−1)Am ≅ rm as rm-modules.

We write Nm = Nm(Pm) for the set of square-free products of primes in Pm
and denote, for each n ∈Nm, Sn ∶= S∪ { q ∣ n } and �(n) the number of prime
divisors of n.

The rm[GE]-module of ‘horizontal determinantal systems’ for the represen-
tation Am is given by

HS(Am) ∶= lim
←,,,,,
n∈Nm

drm[GE](CK,Sn(Am))

with respect to a particular bijective transition map where CK,Sn(Am) denotes
the complex CK,Sn(TE)⊗R R∕$

mR. The inclusionNm+1 ⊆Nm combines with
the canonical codescent isomorphism

drm+1[GE](CK,Sn(Am+1))⊗rm+1[GE]
rm[GE] ≅ drm[GE](CK,Sn(Am))

for each n ∈ Nm+1 to imply the existence of a canonical surjective transition
map

�m+1 ∶ HS(Am+1)→ HS(Am)

We now de�ne the ℛ[GE]-module of horizontal determinantal systems for the
representation T to be

HS(T) ∶= lim
←,,,,,
m∈ℕ

HS(Am)

where the inverse limit is taken with respect to the �m.
One now checks that there is a commutative diagram
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HS(Am+1) SSr(Am+1,ℱ)

HS(Am) SSr(Am,ℱ)

�m+1

where the horizontalmaps are those given by [13, Thm. 3.3] and the right-hand
vertical map is the one de�ned in [8, §4.3]. By passing to the limit overm ∈ ℕ

one then deduces the existence of a canonical projection map

ΨT ∶ HS(T)→ SSr(T,ℱ)

In fact, the assumed validity of (SH5) combines with [13, Thm 3.3, Rem. 3.10]
to imply that ΨT is an isomorphism.

On the other hand, for each m ≥ 1 there is a natural surjective projection
map

VS(T,K)↠ drm[GE](CK,S(Am))
∼
,→ HS(Am)

This projectionmap is clearly compatiblewith the �m so that the universal prop-
erty of the inverse limit implies the existence of a surjection

ΠT ∶ VS(T,K)↠ HS(T)

2.2.5. Proof of Proposition 2.2. Given the constructions of the previous sec-
tion, we are now in a position to prove Proposition 2.2. We �rst observe that by
taking the inverse limit overm in the diagram of [13, Thm. 4.16] and applying
[10, Thm. 3.6(i)] one deduces the existence of a commutative diagram

VS(T,K) ESr(T,K)

SSr(T,ℱ) KSr(T,ℱ)

ΘT,K

ΨT◦ΠT DT

ℛT

∼

(2)

of ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-modules. By the commutativity of this diagram, one knows
that the composite DT◦ΘT,K is surjective. As such, if we are given an
ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-basis z of VS(T,K) then (DT◦ΘT,K)(z) is an ℛ[GE]-generator
of KSr(T,ℱ). Now �x an Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K). Then there exists
x ∈ ℛ[GE] such that DT(�) = x ⋅ (DT◦ΘT,K)(z). Evaluating this equality
of equivariant Kolyvagin systems at the empty product ideal 1, we have that

�E = DT(�)1 = x ⋅ (DT◦ΘT,K)(z)1 = x ⋅ ΘT,K(z)E

∈ ΘT,E(dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T)))

This establishes the �rst assertion of Proposition 2.2.
Finally, in order to construct a basic Euler system with the stated property,

it su�ces to choose any pre-image x of x under the natural surjective map
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ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]] → ℛ[GE] and set c ∶= ΘT,K(x ⋅ z). Indeed, it is then clear
that c ∈ ES

b
(T,K) and that

cE = ΘT,K(x ⋅ z)E = x ⋅ ΘT,K(z)E = �E

as required. �

3. Iwasawa theory of Euler systems
In this section we shall give a useful Iwasawa-theoretic reinterpretation of

the module of vertical systems VS(T,K) constructed by Burns and Sano in [13,
Def. 2.8].

We recall that, by hypothesis, there is a decomposition K = K′K∞. For
each E ∈ Ω(K′∕K), we denote by E∞ the compositum EK∞, by En the ntℎ
layer of the ℤp-extension E∞∕E and by

V
E the equivariant Iwasawa algebra

ℛ[[Gal(E∞∕K)]] ≅ ℛ[GE][[Gal(K∞∕K)]]. We moreover write Q(
V
E) for the

total quotient ring of
V
E . Similarly, we write

Λ = ℛ[[Gal(E∞∕E)]] = ℛ[[Gal(K∞∕K)]]

for the non-equivariant Iwasawa algebra (which is independent of E) andQ(Λ)
for its total ring of quotients. Finally, we shall denote for each i ∈ { 1, 2 } and
n ∈ ℕ the functor

Hi
Iw
(OE,S(E),−) ∶= lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

Hi(OEn ,S(En)
,−)

computing Iwasawa cohomology

3.1. Iwasawa theoretic setup. Throughout the rest of this sectionwe assume
the following conjecture:

Conjecture 3.1 (Weak Leopoldt Conjecture). H2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T) is a torsion Λ-

module for every E ∈ Ω(K′∕K).

Remark 3.2. The above formulation of Conjecture 3.1 is due to Perrin-Riou in
[31, §1.3]. It is known to be true in several settings in arithmetic of which we
mention the following two cases:

(1) When T = ℤp(1) and K∞∕K is the cyclotomic ℤp-extension then the
weak Leopoldt conjecture holds due to a result of Iwaswawa [23] (and
see also [31, §1.3 Rem (ii)]).

(2) WhenK = ℚ and T is the p-adic Tatemodule of an elliptic curve overK
then the validity of the weak Leopoldt conjecture follows from a result
of Kato in [26, Thm. 12.4(i)].

Fix now a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and a �nite set of places U of K containing S.
We de�ne a complex by means of the derived limit

CE∞,U(T) ∶= Rlim
←,,,,
n∈ℕ

CEn ,U(En)(T)
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of
V
E-modules. Then by [2, Prop. 3.5] one knows that CE∞,U(T) is perfect and

there is a canonical identi�cation

H0(CE∞,U(T)) ≅ lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

H1(OEn ,U(En)
, T)

and an exact sequence

0→ lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

H2(OEn ,U
, T)→ H1(CE∞,U(T))→ lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

YEn(T)
∗ → 0 (3)

of
V
E-modules.

By the assumed validity of the weak Leopoldt conjecture, we have a natural
projection map Θ∞

T,E
given by the composite

dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T))

↪ dQ(VE)(Q(
V
E)⊗

V
E
CE∞,S(E)(T))

∼
,→ (Q(

V
E)⊗

V
E

⋀r

V
E

lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

H1(OEn ,S(En)
, T))

⊗Q(
V
E)

(Q(
V
E)⊗

V
E

⋀r

V
E

lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

YEn(T)
∗)

∗

∼
,→ Q(

V
E)⊗

V
E

⋀r

V
E

lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

H1(OEn ,S(En)
, T)

where the second arrow is the canonical passage-to-cohomology map and the
third arrow is induced by �xing a family of compatible bases of the free rank r
modules YEn(T)

∗ for all n ∈ ℕ.

3.1.1. Projectionmaps and biduals. In this section we record the following
useful Lemma in which we use the theory of standard representatives intro-
duced in [13, §A.4].

Lemma 3.3.
(1) There is a canonical identi�cation of

V
E-modules

⋂r

V
E

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

∼
,→ lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T) (4)

(2) There exists a quadratic standard representative (P,  , { b1,… , bd }) of the
complex CE∞,S(E)(T) with respect to the surjection

H1(CE∞,S(E)(T))→ lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

YEn(T)
∗

(3) The image of Θ∞
T,E

is contained in
⋂r

V
E
H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

Proof. Part (1) is given by applying [37, Lem. B.15] to the complex CE∞,S(E)(T)
and Part (2) is proved in [12, Lem. 7.10].
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We prepare for the proof of the remainder of the above Lemma by �rst col-
lecting some useful notations. We write Sn for the permutation group on m
elements and for any 1 ≤ n ≤ m we write

Sm,n ∶= {� ∈ Ss ∣ �(1) <⋯ < �(n) and �(n + 1) ≤⋯ ≤ �(m) }

Given a commutative ring R and a �nitely generated R-module X, suppose to
be given � ∈ X∗. For everym ≥ 1 we de�ne a map

⋀m

R
X →

⋀m−1

R
X

x1 ∧⋯ ∧ xm ↦
∑

1≤i≤m

(−1)i−1(x1 ∧⋯ ∧ xi−1 ∧ xi+1 ∧⋯ ∧ xm)

which, by abuse of notation, we also denote by �. Now given a family of maps
{�i }1≤i≤m in X∗, we de�ne for every pair of natural numbers m > n the map
⋀

n<i≤m
�i to be the composite �n+1◦⋯◦�m.

Given these notations we now �nish the proof of the Lemma. For each 1 ≤
i ≤ d denote  i ∶= b∗

i
◦ where (b∗

i
)i is the dual basis to (bi)i in P∗.

By [13, Lem. A.7(i),(ii)] one knows thatΘ∞
T,E

coincideswith themap induced
by the assignment

dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) =

⋀d

V
E

P ⊗
⋀d

V
E

P∗ →
⋀r

V
E

P

(b1 ∧⋯ ∧ bd)⊗ (b∗
1
∧⋯ ∧ b∗

d
)↦

(⋀

r<i≤d
 i

)
(b1 ∧⋯ ∧ bd)

On the other hand, if one denotes for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d and n ∈ ℕ the image
of bi under the codescent map P → Pn by bn,i then { bn,i }1≤i≤d is a basis of Pn

and the complex [Pn
 n
,,→ Pn] constitutes a quadratic standard representative of

CEn ,S(En)(T).
In particular, if we write  n,i = b∗

n,i
◦ n then the map

dℛ[GEn ](CEn ,S(En)(T)) =
⋀d

ℛ[GEn ]
Pn⊗

⋀d

ℛ[GEn ]
P∗n →

⋀r

ℛ[GEn ]
Pn (5)

that is induced by the assignment

(bn,1 ∧⋯ ∧ bn,d)⊗ (b∗
n,1

∧⋯ ∧ b∗
n,d
)↦

(⋀

r<i≤d
 n,i

)
(bn,1 ∧⋯ ∧ bn,d)

has image inside
⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T) by [13, Lem. A.11(ii)]. The explicit
description of these projection maps then implies that we have a commutative
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diagram

dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T))

⋀r

V
E

P

lim
←,,,,,
n

dℛ[GEn ](CEn ,S(En)(T)) lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋀r

ℛ[GEn ]
Pn

�T,E

∼

Θ∞
T,E

∼

lim
←,,,,n

ΘT,En

(6)

where the bottom left limit is taken with respect to the maps �Em∕En , the left
hand vertical arrow is induced by the codescent isomorphism (which is an iso-
morphism since it is a surjective map of free

V
E-modules of rank one), the right

hand vertical arrow is the natural one and the bottom arrow is the limit over n
of the map (5).

The Lemma now follows by noting that the isomorphism given in the �rst
part of the statement is induced by the right hand vertical map in the above
diagram. �

3.2. Reinterpreting vertical determinantal systems. To ease notation we
denote, for any E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and �nite place v of K not in S(E), the complex
of
V
E-modules given by the derived limit

PE∞,v(T) ∶= Rlim
←,,,,
n∈ℕ

RΓf(Kv, T∗En(1))

Observe that PE∞,v(T) is isomorphic in Dp
(
V
E) to the complex

[lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

T∗
En(1)

(1−Fr
−1
v )n∈ℕ

,,,,,,,,,,,→ lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

T∗
En
(1)] (7)

where the �rst term is placed in degree 0. Now �x a pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ in
Ω(K′∕K). Then by passing to the limit over n in the exact triangle (36) one
deduces the existence of an exact triangle

CE∞,S(E′)(T)→ CE∞,S(E)(T)→
⨁

v∈S(E′)⧵S(E)

PE∞,v(T)
∗[−1] (8)

in Dp
(
V
E). We now de�ne a map

�∞
E′∕E

∶ dV
E′
(CE′∞,S(E′)(T))↠ dV

E
(CE∞,S(E′)(T)) (�∞,1

E′∕E
)

∼
,→ dV

E
(CE∞,S(E)(T))

⊗
⨂

v∈S(E′)⧵S(E)

dV
E
(PE∞,v(T))

#

∼
,→ dV

E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) (�∞,2

E′∕E
)

where the �rst arrow is induced by base-change to
V
E and the inverse limit

of the codescent isomorphisms (37), the second arrow is induced by the exact
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triangle (8), and the third arrow is induced by resolving each term PE∞,v as in
(7), applying the canonical trivialisation-by-the-identity map

dV
E
(PE∞,v(T)) = dV

E
(lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

T∗
En
(1))⊗V

E
d−1V

E
(lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

T∗
En
(1))

∼
,→

V
E

and then the involution isomorphism
V#
E

∼
,→

V
E .

Throughout the sequel we shall use the canonical identi�cation of rings

lim
←,,,,,

E∈Ω(K∕K)

V
E ≅ ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]

without further explicit reference.
In the following lemmawewriteVSIw(T,K) for theℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-module

given by the inverse limit lim
←,,,,,E∈Ω(K′∕K)

dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) taken with respect to

the maps �∞
E′∕E

.

Lemma 3.4. There is a commutative diagram ofℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-modules

VSIw(T,K)

VS(T,K) ESr(T,K)

Θ∞
T,K

�T,K

∼

ΘT,K

(9)

where �T,K is the tuple of maps (�T,E)E and Θ∞
T,K

is the composite

VSIw(T,K)
(Θ∞

T,E
)E

,,,,,,→
∏

E∈Ω(K′∕K)

⋂r

V
E

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

(4)
,,→
∼

∏

E∈Ω(K′∕K)

lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)

→
∏

E∈Ω(K∕K)

⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

Proof. We �rst observe that the diagram (6) implies that Θ∞
T,K

indeed has im-
age inside ESr(T,K). The Proposition will therefore follow immediately by
passing to the inverse limit over E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) of the diagrams (6) once it is
demonstrated that the map �T,K is well-de�ned.

To do this we �x a pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ in Ω(K′∕K). Since for each n ∈ ℕ,
ℛ[GEn] is a reduced ring the determinant functor over ℛ[GEn] is functorial in
exact triangles. A straightforward diagram chase using this fact to compare the
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maps �∞
E′∕E

and �E′∕E then gives the commutativity of the diagram

dV
E′
(CE′∞,S(E′)(T)) lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

dℛ[GEn ](CE′n ,S(E′n)(T))

dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

dℛ[GEn ](CEn ,S(En)(T))

�T,E′

�∞
E′∕E lim

←,,,,n
�
E′n∕En

�T,E

(10)

where �E′∕E is the transitionmap used in the de�nition ofVS(T,K). By passing
to the limit overE ∈ Ω(K′∕K) of these diagarams it then follows that�T,K maps
VSIw(T,K) isomorphically onto VS(T,K) as claimed. �

Remark 3.5. To ease exposition in the sequel we shall continue to use the no-
tation VSIw(T,K) to indicate the (same) construction VS(T,K) viewed with
Ω(K′∕K) as its indexing set via the isomorphism �T,K .

3.3. Reinterpreting the basic condition. In this subsection we show that
the question of whether an Euler system is basic admits an explicit reformula-
tion in terms of its values. To this endwe �rst �x an Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K)

and a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K). By the assumed validity of the weak Leopoldt con-
jecture, the map Q(

V
E)⊗

V
E
Θ∞
T,E

is bijective. We may thus de�ne

ℒ�,E ∈ dQ(VE)(Q(
V
E)⊗

V
E
CE∞,S(E)(T))

to be the inverse image under Q(
V
E)⊗

V
E
Θ∞
T,E

of the element

(�En)n∈ℕ ∈ lim
←,,,,,
n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

Proposition 3.6. Let � ∈ ESr(T,K) be an Euler system. Then � is basic if and
only if for every �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) one has

ℒ�,E ∈ dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T))↪ dQ(VE)(Q(

V
E)⊗

V
E
CE∞,S(E)(T)) (11)

where the above embedding is the natural one induced by base-changing toQ(
V
E).

Proof. Fix � ∈ ESr(T,K) and �rst suppose that � ∈ ES
b
(T,K). Then there

exists a vertical system z = (zE∞)E ∈ VSIw(T,K) that projects under Θ∞
T,K

to
give �. But for each E ∈ Ω(K′∕K), ℒ�,E is clearly the unique element that
projects under Q(

V
E)⊗

V
E
Θ∞
T,E

to give (�En)E . Hence for each E ∈ Ω(K′∕K),
the element zE∞ must coincide with ℒ�,E .

Conversely, we claim that the family ℒ� ∶= (ℒ�,E)E constitutes an element
of VSIw(T,K) and thus projects underΘ∞

T,K
to give �. In other words, we claim

that for every pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ one has that �∞
E′∕E

(ℒ�,E′) = ℒ�,E . By the
de�nition of the map �∞

E′∕E
we are reduced to verifying the pair of equalities

�
∞,1

E′∕E
(ℒ�,E′) = PE′∕E ⋅ℒ�,E and �∞,2

E′∕E
(PE′∕E ⋅ℒ�,E) = ℒ�,E .

To prove the �rst equality we observe that we have a commutative diagram:
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dV
E′
(CE′∞,S(E′)(T)) lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[G
E′n
]
H1(OE′,S(E′), T)

dV
E
(CE∞,S(E′)(T)) lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OE,S(E′), T)

Θ∞

T,E′

�
∞,1

E′∕E
N∞

E′∕E

Θ∞
T,E

where N∞

E′∕E
∶= lim

←,,,,,n∈ℕ
NE′n∕En

. As such we may calculate

(Θ∞
T,E
◦�

∞,1

E′∕E
)(ℒ�,E′) = (N∞

E′∕E
◦Θ∞

T,E′
)(ℒ�,E′)

= N∞

E′∕E
((�E′n)n)

= PE′∕E ⋅ (�En)n

= Θ∞
T,E
(PE′∕E ⋅ℒ�,E)

whence the injectivity of Θ∞
T,E

yields the desired equality.
As for the second equality, we �rst observe that for each v ∈ S(E′)⧵S(E) the

complex

Q(
V
E)⊗

V
E

⨁

v∈S(E′)⧵S(E)

PE∞,v(T)

is acyclic since, for any place w of E lying over v, 1 − Fr−1w is a non-zero-divisor
in the algebra Λ.

One then deduces the existence (see, for example, [4, Lem. 1]) of a commu-
tative diagram

dQ(VE)
⎛

⎜

⎝

Q(
V
E)⊗

V
E

⨁

v∈S(E′)∖S(E)

PE∞,v(T)
⎞

⎟

⎠

Q(
V
E)

dQ(VE)(0)⊗Q(
V
E)

d−1Q(VE)(0) Q(
V
E)

⋅P−1
E′∕E

where PE′∕E ∶=
∏

v∈S(E′)∖S(E)
Pv(Fr

−1
v ), the top and bottom maps are the rele-

vant evaluation maps and the left-hand vertical map is the canonical passage-
to-cohomology map. This diagram then gives rise to the further diagram (in
which we abbreviate the functor ⊗Λ to just ⋅ and slightly abuse notation by
using Θ∞

T,E
to represent the projection map for both sets S(E) and S(E′)):
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Q(Λ) ⋅ dV
E
(CE∞,S(E′)(T)) Q(Λ) ⋅ lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OE,S(E′), T)

Q(Λ) ⋅ dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) Q(Λ) ⋅ lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

Θ∞
T,E

�
∞,2

E′∕E
P−1
E′∕E

Θ∞
T,E

A similar calculation as before using this second diagram then shows that

�
∞,2

E′∕E
(PE′∕E ⋅ℒ�,E) = ℒ�,E ,

as claimed. �

Remark 3.7. Proposition 3.6 is reminiscent of the equivariant Iwasawa Main
Conjectures (eIMC) that is formulated by Burns, Kurihara and Sano in [7, Conj.
3.1] (and see also [7, Rem. 3.3]) which originate with the work of Kato in [24]
and [25, §3.3.8]. Indeed, if we specialise to the case K = ℚ, T = ℤp(1) and
� the cyclotomic Euler system then the eIMC is the statement that, for every
E ∈ Ω(K′∕K), not only ℒ�,E ∈ dV

E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) but that it constitutes a

V
E-

basis for this module.
In the next section we push this parallel further to see that the condition

in the Proposition is e�ectively an equivariant version of the Iwasawa-theoretic
divisibilities that Euler systems are expected to satisfy. As suchwe believeQues-
tion 1.8 to be at the heart of the theory of Euler systems.

3.4. Reformulating the condition of Proposition 3.6. We now reduce the
condition of Proposition 3.6 to an explicit statement about non-equivariant
Iwasawa-theoretic divisibilities and the vanishing of appropriate �-invariants.

3.4.1. Equivariant Iwasawa Algebras. We �rst review some important al-
gebraic de�nitions and facts concerning equivariant Iwasawa algebras. The
proofs of these results are essentially well-known, especially in the case that
ℛ is a group ring, but for lack of a suitable reference for general orders ℛ we
provide full proofs here.

Suppose to be given a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K). The ring ℛ[GE] is pro�nite as it
is a �nitely generated R-algebra. In particular, [33, Ex. 5.1.3(2)] implies that
ℛ[GE] decomposes as a product ℛ[GE] =

∏

�∈IE
ℛ� where each ℛ� is a local

ring. Note that, since a local ring has connected spectrum, the set { e� }�∈IE of
idempotents of ℛ[GE] inducing this decomposition constitutes a complete set
of primitive orthogonal idempotents.

Similarly, we write { e } ∈IE for a complete set of primitive orthogonal idem-
potents of the semi-simple algebra ℬ[GE] so that ℬ[GE] =

∏

 ∈IE
ℬ where

each ℬ is a �nite extension of Q.
We observe that if we are given � ∈ IE , then there exists a decomposition

e� =
∑d�

i=1
e (�)i ∈ ℬ[GE] for some d� ∈ ℕ and  (�)i ∈ IE ; in this case we say
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that any such  (�) is associated to �. For any such  (�) the image ofℛ� inside
ℬ is an R-order which is a complete regular local ring (since it is integral over
R) which we denote by ℛ′

 
.

In particular for all � ∈ IE we have a decomposition

ℛ�[1∕�] =

d�⨁

i=1

ℛ′

 (�)i
[1∕�] (12)

where � is a generator of the maximal ideal of R.
To give an example of these constructions we let H be a �nite group and set

ℛ = R[H]with R a �nite extension ofℤp. Thenwe haveℬ = Q[H] andwemay
take the { e� }�∈IE to be the canonical idempotents associated to each character

class � ∈ ĜE ×H∕ ∼GQ admitting a representative of prime-to-p order where
∼Q is the equivalence relation de�ned by

� ∼ �′ ⟺ there exists � ∈ GQ such that � = �◦�′

Similarly, the set { e� }�∈IE consists of the canonical idempotents associated to

each character class � ∈ ĜE ×H∕ ∼GQ . Motivated by this example, we shall
refer to elements of IE and IE as ‘character classes’.

We next remark that
V
E decomposes as

V
E =

⨁

�∈IE

ℛ�[[Γ]] (13)

wherewe recall thatΓ = Gal(K∞∕K). In particular, if eachℛ� is a �nite integral
extension of R then

V
E is a product of classical Iwasawa algebras and, therefore,

a regular ring. In general,
V
E is more complicated but still satis�es su�ciently

good ring-theoretic properties. Indeed, it is easily seen from the decomposition
(13) that

V
E is Gorenstein.

In this setting an important distinction now arises: we say that a prime p ∈
Spec(

V
E) of height one is regular if p ∉ p and singular otherwise.

Observe that the decompositions (12) and (13) combine to give a decompo-
sition

V
E [

1

�
] ≅

⨁

 ∈IE

V
E, [

1

�
]

where
V
E, ∶= ℛ′

 
[[Γ]]. In particular, if p is a regular prime of

V
E then there

exists a character class  =  p ∈ IE such that
V
E,p coincides with a localisation

of
V
E, at pΛ . As such, the localisation

V
E,p is a discrete valuation ring.

Now suppose that p is a singular prime of
V
E . Then by the decomposition

(13) there exists a character class � = �p ∈ IE such that
V
p coincides with a

localisation of
V
E,� ∶= ℛ�[[Γ]] at pΛ�. The following Lemma then shows that

the singular primes of
V
E are in one-to-one correspondence with the character

classes in IE :
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Lemma 3.8. Let � ∈ IE be a character class. Then the unique height one prime
ideal of

V
E,� = ℛ�[[Γ]] containing p is

√

pℛ�

V
E,� .

Proof. We �rst show that the ideal
√

pℛ�

V
E,� is indeed a prime ideal. Note

that the quotient
V
E,�∕

√

pℛ�

V
E,� identi�es with (ℛ�∕

√

pℛ�)[[Γ]] and so it
su�ces to show that this latter ring is a domain.

To do this we note that
√

pℛ� coincides with the inverse image of the nil-
radical of the ringℛ�∕pℛ� under the natural projectionℛ� → ℛ�∕pℛ�. Since
p is not a unit inℛ the ringℛ�∕pℛ� is a non-zero local ring of Krull dimension
zero and so its nilradical coincides with its unique maximal ideal. From this it
follows thatℛ�∕

√

pℛ� is a non-zero �eld of characteristicp. This immediately

implies that ℛ�∕

√

pℛ�[[Γ]] is a domain as claimed.

By de�nition,
√

pℛ�

V
E,� is minimal amongst those primes of

V
E,� contain-

ing the principal ideal pΛ�. We may then appeal to Krull’s principal ideal the-

orem to establish that
√

pℛ�

V
E,� has height one as is required to complete the

proof of the Lemma. �

The above discussion implies that the localisation of
V
E at a singular prime

does not enjoy as nice a structure as in the regular case and it is therefore quite
cumbersome to study the structure of its category of modules. With this be-
ing said, one can circumvent this issue by restricting oneself to

V
E-modules for

which certain �-invariants vanish as the following Lemma shows. To state it
we will write �A(M) for the �-invariant of the Iwasawa moduleM over a given
(non-equivariant) Iwasawa algebra A.

Lemma 3.9. Let M be a �nitely generated
V
E-module which is torsion as a Λ-

module, p a singular prime with associated character class � = �p ∈ IE . Then
the following are equivalent:

(1) The �Λ-invariant of e�M vanishes,
(2) For any character class =  (�) ∈ IE associated to� the�V

E, 
-invariant

of

M ∶= M ⊗V
E

V
E, ≅ e�M ⊗V

E

V
E, 

vanishes,
(3) The

V
p-moduleMp vanishes.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the structure theorem for Iwaswa
modules that �Λ(e�(M)) (resp. �V

E, 
(M )) vanishes if and only if the same is

true of (e�M)(p) (resp. M ,(�) with � a generator of the maximal ideal of ℛ′

 
).
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We now claim that the natural homomorphism
V
E,� ⊗Λ Λ(p) ≅

V
E,�,p (14)

of rings is an isomorphism. To do thiswe�x a topological generator  ofΓ. Then
by the argument used to prove Lemma 3.8 the ideal (p, −1)

V
E,� is the unique

maximal ideal of the local ring
V
E,�. Observe, furthermore, that  − 1 is in fact

an element of Λ, not divisible by p, and is therefore invertible in
V
E,� ⊗Λ Λ(p).

Since the ring
V
E,� has Krull dimension two it then follows that

V
E,� ⊗Λ Λ(p)

has Krull dimension one. A straightforward calculation then shows that the
spectrum of

V
E,� ⊗Λ Λ(p) coincides with the subset of Spec(

V
E,�) consisting of

those prime ideals of height one containing p. The isomorphism (14) is now an
immediate consequence of the fact that the only such prime is p.

The equivalence between (1) and (3) now follows by tensoring the isomor-
phism (14) over

V
withM.

We now note that the map ℛ� → ℛ′

 
is surjective by de�nition and so the

induced map on residue �elds ℛ�∕

√

pℛ� → ℛ′

 
∕� ℛ

′

 
is an isomorphism

where � is a generator of the maximal ideal of ℛ′

 
. The equivalence between

(2) and (3) is now follows by combining this isomorphism with Nakayama’s
Lemma. �

The following Lemma will allows us to analyse the condition of Proposi-
tion 3.6 after localising at height one primes. We remark that

V
E is a Cohen-

Macaulay ring by virtue of being Gorenstein.

Lemma 3.10. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring with total ring of quotients Q
and suppose R admits a decomposition as a product of local rings. Assume to be
given an invertible Q-moduleM, a cyclic R-submodule I ofM, and an invertible
R-submodule J ofM. Then I ⊆ J if and only if for every height one prime p of R
one has Ip ⊆ Jp insideMp.

Proof. This is shown in the sameway as [19, Lem. 5.3] by using anR-generator
of I instead of a basis. �

We end this section by recalling the following useful result on Fitting ideals
of
V
E-modules:

Theorem 3.11 (Greither-Kurihara). Fix a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and let (Mn)n∈ℕ
be an inverse system of ℛ[GEn]-modules with surjective transition morphisms. If
the limitM∞ ∶= lim

←,,,,,n∈ℕ
Mn is torsion as a Λ-module then the natural projection

mapsℛ[GEm]→ ℛ[GEn] induce an isomorphism of Fitting ideals

Fitt
0V(M∞) ≅ lim

←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

Fitt
0

ℛ[GEn ]
(Mn)

Proof. This follows via the same argument used to prove [22, Thm. 2.1]. The
statement of loc. cit. is for the case ℛ = R[G] where G is a �nite abelian group.
However, the only point at which this structure is relevant in the argument is
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in step (5) in which a non-zero-divisor annihilator f ∈ Λ of M∞ is �xed and
the claim that

V
E∕f

V
E is a semi-local ring of dimension one is asserted. Since

it is clear that this condition is also satis�ed under the slightly more general
hypotheses levied on ℛ herein, the argument of loc. cit. carries through un-
changed. �

3.4.2. Iwasawa-theoretic divisibilities. In this section we expand upon Re-
mark 3.7 by giving the precise statement and proof of Theorem 1.10. In par-
ticular, we shall show that the question of whether an Euler system is basic is
equivalent (modulo vanishing of particular �-invariants) to a collection of clas-
sical Iwasawa-theoretic divisibilities.

To do this we �rst record the following Lemma:

Lemma 3.12. Fix an Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K), a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K), and a
regular prime p of

V
E . If ⟨(�En)n⟩V

E,p

is non-trivial then

(
lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)
)

p

⟨(�En)n⟩V
E,p

is a torsion
V
E,p-module.

Proof. At the outset we �x a quadratic standard representative [P
 
,→ P] of the

complex CE∞,S(E)(T), the existence of which is guaranteed by Lemma 3.3.
We next recall that

V
E,p is a discrete valuation ring and, therefore, a prin-

cipal ideal domain. The embedding H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T) ⊆ P then implies that

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)p is a free

V
E,p-module, being a submodule of a �nite free mod-

ule. A straightforward analysis of theYoneda 2-extension associated to the �xed
standard representative of the complex CE∞,S(E)(T) then implies that the

V
E,p-

rank of this module is precisely r.
In particular one sees that

(
⋂r

V
E

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T))

p

≅
⋂r

V
E,p

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)p

≅
⋀r

V
E,p

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)p

is
V
E,p-free of rank one.
As such the assumption that the module ⟨(�En)n⟩V

E,p

be non-trivial means
that it is also free of rank one and, therefore, that the quotient of the Lemma is
V
E,p-torsion. �

Remark 3.13. Let E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) be a �eld and  ∈ IE a character class. Then
by �xing any regular height one prime p of

V
E, and regarding it as a prime of

V
E one may immediately deduce from Lemma 3.12 the following.
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Let � ∈ ESr(T,K) be an Euler system. If there is some n ∈ ℕ such that � 
En

is non-trivial then
(
lim
←,,,,,n

⋂rT

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)
) 

⟨(�En)
 
n ⟩V

E, 

is a torsion
V
E, -module where we write (−) for the functor −⊗V

E

V
E, .

Theorem 3.14. Suppose to be given an Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K). Assume
that for each �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and every character class � ∈ IE one has that
the �Λ-invariant of

e� ⋅H
2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T) (15)

vanishes. Then the following are equivalent
(1) � ∈ ES

b
(T,K);

(2) For every �eldE ∈ Ω(K′∕K)and regular primep of
V
E such that ⟨(�En)n⟩V

E,p

is non-trivial there is an inclusion

Fitt
0V
E

⎧

⎨

⎩

⎧

⎨

⎩

lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)

⟨(�En)n⟩V
E

⎫

⎬

⎭

⎫

⎬

⎭p

⊆ Fitt
0V
E

(
H2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

)

p
(16)

(3) For every �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and character class  ∈ IE for which there
exists an n ∈ ℕ such that e ⋅ �En is non-trivial one has that

charV
E, 

(
H2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

 
) |||||||

charV
E, 

⎧
⎪

⎨
⎪

⎩

⎧
⎪

⎨
⎪

⎩

(lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T))

 

⟨(�En)n⟩
 
V
E, 

⎫
⎪

⎬
⎪

⎭

⎫
⎪

⎬
⎪

⎭

(17)

where we write (−) for the functor −⊗ℛ[GE]
ℛ = −⊗V

E

V
E, .

Moreover, suppose that for each �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and every character class
� ∈ IE one has that the �Λ-invariant of

(lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T))

�

⟨(�En)n⟩
�
V
E

vanishes. Then � is an ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-basis of ESb(T,K) if and only if equality
holds in either (and thus both) (2) and (3).

Proof. We shall establish these equivalences by arguing that (1) ⟺ (2) and
(2) ⟺ (3)

At the outsetwe remark that by Proposition 3.6 one knows that � ∈ ES
b
(T,K)

if and only if for every E ∈ Ω(K∕K) one has an inclusion

ℒ�,E ∈ dV
E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)) (18)
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Now �x E ∈ Ω(K′∕K). Without loss of generality we may assume that there
exists n ∈ ℕ such that �En is non-trivial. Indeed if �En is trivial for all n ∈ ℕ

then the inclusion (18) is vacuous and so there is nothing to prove in this case.
Appealing to Lemma 3.10 we see that it su�ces to check the above inclusion

after localisation at a height one prime of
V
E .

We �rst perform the analysis for the singular primes of
V
E . Fix such a prime

p. By Lemma 3.9 and the hypothesis, one knows that the localisation
(H2

Iw
(OE,S(E), T)p vanishes. This combines with the exact sequence (3) and the

vanishing of the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of the relevant complex to imply
that (H1

Iw
(OE,S(E), T))p is free of rank r. We may thus pass to cohomology and

apply the injective mapΘ∞
T,E,p

to �nd that the inclusion (18) is equivalent to the
inclusion

⟨(�En)n⟩V
E,p

⊆ (lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T))

p

(19)

We next analyse both directions of the implication for regular primes. To this
end, �x �rst a regular prime p of

V
E . Then

V
E,p is a discrete valuation ring and

is thus regular. In particular, we may pass to cohomology in the determinant
functor. Moreover,

V
E,p has dimension one and so the determinants of �nitely

generated torsion
V
E,p-modules coincide with the inverse of their initial Fitting

ideals. These two facts taken together imply that the desired inclusion
⟨ℒ�,E⟩V

E,p

⊆ dV
E,p
(
V
E,p ⊗

V
E
CE∞,S(E)(T)) (20)

is equivalent to an inclusion

⟨(�En)n⟩V
E,p

⊆ Fitt
0V
E

(
H2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

)

p
⋅
(
lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)
)

p

If ⟨(�En)n⟩V
E,p

is trivial then this inclusion is vacuous. Otherwise, Lemma 3.12
implies that this inclusion is equivalent to the inclusion

Fitt
0V
E

⎧

⎨

⎩

⎧

⎨

⎩

lim
←,,,,,n

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)

⟨(�En)n⟩V
E

⎫

⎬

⎭

⎫

⎬

⎭p

⊆ Fitt
0V
E

(
H2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

)

p
(21)

This establishes the equivalence (1) ⟺ (2) of the Theorem.
Now suppose that the divisibility (17) holds for all  ∈ IE such that there

exists an n ∈ ℕwith e ⋅�En non-trivial. Fix a regular prime p of
V
E . Then there

exists  ∈ IE such that  p =  . Observe that the localisation homomorphism
V
E →

V
E,p factors through the map

V
E →

V
E, induced by multiplication by

e�. Moreover for every �nitely generated torsion
V
E,�-module M, [30, Lem.

3.4.2] gives an equality

Fitt
0V
E, 
(M) = Fitt

0V
E, 
(Mf in) ⋅ char

V
E, 
(M) (22)

where Mf in is the maximal �nite submodule of M. Since p is regular we may
therefore base-change the condition (17) to

V
p to establish (3) ⟹ (2).
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Conversely, observe that the de�nition of characteristic ideals implies that
for �nitely generated torsion

V
E, -modules M and N one has that char(M) ⊆

char(N) if and only if char(Mp) ⊆ char(Np) for all height one primes p of
V
E, .

Given this, the implication (2) ⟹ (3) is now an immediate consequence of
the equality (22) and the �-vanishing assumption.

Finally, to prove the claim regarding bases of ESb(T,K)we �rst observe that
the second �-vanishing condition in the statement is equivalent to the assertion
that the inclusion (19) is in fact an equality. The claim then follows from the
same argumentation as above by replacing all relevant inclusions/divisibilities
with equalities and noting that � is a basis of ESb(T,K) if and only if for every
E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) one has that ℒ�,E is a basis of dV

E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)).

This completes the proof of the Theorem. �

Remark 3.15. Euler systems are widely believed to satisfy divisibility condi-
tions of the shape (17). Such conditions are well-known in the rank one setting
and appear in, for example, [36, Thm. 3.3]. They are also known to hold in
certain cases in the higher rank setting for the Euler system of Rubin-Stark ele-
ments and in this regard we refer the reader to [15, Thm. A]. As such, Theorem
3.14 can be seen to give evidence for Question 1.8.

Remark 3.16. The �-vanishing condition (15) has been studied by various au-
thors for the cyclotomic ℤp-extension E∞∕E and for varying T:

(1) For T = ℤp(1) this is the celebrated conjecture of Iwasawawhich is still
only known in a few cases such as when E is abelian over ℚ through
the work of Ferrero-Washington [18].

(2) If T is the p-adic Tate module of an elliptic curve then Coates and Su-
jatha have conjectured in [16, Conj. A] that the dual of the �ne Selmer
group of T over E∞ has vanishing �-invariant (and see below for the
equivalence with Iwasawa cohomology).

(3) In general, Lim has conjectured in [28, Conj. A] that the dual of the
�ne Selmer group of T over E∞ has vanishing �-invariant. We remark
that by Lemma 3.4 of loc. cit. this is equivalent to the vanishing of the
�-invariant of H2

Iw
(OE,S(E), T). Moreover, in Theorem 3.1 of loc. cit. it

is shown that if Iwasawa’s conjecture holds for a particular �nite exten-
sion F of E then Lim’s conjecture holds for E∞.

3.5. Standard hypotheses revisited. In this section we consider represen-
tations and �elds satisfying standard hypotheses in order to obtain stronger
evidence in favour of Question 1.8. As such, we shall make use of the nota-
tions and assumptions established in §2.1. We assume, for simplicity, that K∞
is the cyclotomic ℤp-extension of K. We remark, however, that by considering
Iwasawa-theoretic versions of (SH2) and (SH3) one can prove analogous results
for other ℤp-extensions (see [10, Th. 4.27, Rem. 4.28]).

In the sequel we writeℒ for the maximal subextension ofK′ such that every
�eld in Ω(ℒK∞∕K) satis�es standard hypotheses for the representation T.
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Proposition 3.17. Let � ∈ ESr(T,K) be an Euler system. Then for every �eld
E ∈ Ω(ℒ∕K) and regular prime p of

V
E for which ⟨(�En)n⟩p

is non-trivial the
inclusion (16) holds.

Proof. Fix a �eld E ∈ Ω(ℒ∕K). Then it is easy to see that for every n ∈ ℕ, the
�eld En satis�es standard hypotheses for the representation T. As such, [10,
Lem. 3.10] implies that the canonical and relaxed Selmer structures coincide
for the induced representations TEn

.
After taking into account [10, Ex. 2.7(iii)] we then have a canonical isomor-

phism

H1

ℱ∗
can

(K,T∨
En
(1))∨ ≅ H2(OEn ,S(En)

, T)

We may thus apply [10, Thm. 3.6(iii)] to deduce an inclusion

im(�En) ⊆ Fitt
0

ℛ[GEn ]
(H2(OEn ,S(En)

, T))

for every n ∈ ℕ.
Now �x a regular prime p of

V
E . By Lemma 3.18 below we can pass to the

limit to obtain

im((�En)n)p ⊆ Fitt
0V
E
(H2

Iw
(OE,S(E), T))p (23)

Consider next the tautological exact sequence

0→ ⟨(�En)n⟩V
E,p

→
⋂r

V
E,p

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)p → Q → 0

Since
V
E,p is a discrete valuation ring, a straightforward analysis of the Yoneda

2-extension associated to the representative [Pp → Pp] arising from Lemma
3.3(2) implies that the �rst two terms of this sequence are free

V
E,p-modules of

rank one.
Given this, we may apply [13, Lem. A.2(ii)] to deduce that

im((�En)n)p = Fitt
0V
E,p
(Q)

The desired inclusion (16) now follows immediately by combining the inclu-
sion (23) with the identi�cation

Q ≅

lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

⋂r

ℛ[GEn ]
H1(OEn ,S(En)

, T)

⟨(�En)n⟩V
E

induced by the isomorphism of Lemma 3.3. �

Lemma 3.18. Fix a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕K).
(1) There is an equality of ideals

lim
←,,,,,
n∈ℕ

Fitt
0

ℛ[GEn ]
(H2(OEn ,S(En)

, T)) = Fitt
0V
E
(H2

Iw
(OE,S(E), T))
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(2) For every Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K) there is an inclusion of ideals

im((�En)n) ⊆ (lim
←,,,,,
n

im(�En))

with pseudo-null cokernel where (�En)n is viewed as an element of

⋂r

V
E

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

via the isomorphism of Lemma 3.3.

Proof. By [10, Lem. 4.29] one knows that the restriction maps ℛ[GEm] →

ℛ[GEn] form > n induce surjective maps

Fitt
0

ℛ[Gm]
(H2(OEm ,S(Em)

, T))↠ Fitt
0

ℛ[Gn]
(H2(OEn ,S(En)

, T)),

im(�Em)↠ im(�En)

By passing to the limit over the �rst of these transition maps and applying The-
orem 3.11 one obtains the identi�cation in the �rst claim of the Lemma.

As for the second claim, we �rst observe that the surjectivity of the second of
the above transition maps implies that lim

←,,,,,n
im(�En) is a well-de�ned non-zero

ideal of
V
E .

Now, the de�nition of the bidual implies that there is an equality of ideals

im((�En)n) = { �((�En)n)
||||||
� ∈

⋀r

V
E

H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

∗ }

By Lemma 3.3(2) there exists a short exact sequence

0→ H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)→ P → I → 0

where P is a free
V
E-module and I is

V
E-torsion-free. Appealing to [29, Prop.

5.4.17, Cor. 5.5.4(ii)] one sees that Ext1V
E
(I,
V
E) is �nite and so the natural map

P∗ → H1
Iw
(OE,S(E), T)

∗

has pseudo-null cokernel. Given this we have an inclusion of ideals

im((�En)n) ⊆ { �((�En)n)
||||||
� ∈

⋀r

V
E

P∗ }

with pseudo-null cokernel.
Moreover, if we set Pn ∶= P ⊗V

E
ℛ[GEn] then an entirely similar argument

applied to the representative Pn → Pn of CEn ,S(En)(T) gives the equality

im(�En) = { �(�En)
||||||
� ∈

⋀r

ℛ[GEn ]
P∗n }
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On the other hand, since P is projective we obtain a composite isomorphism

HomV
E
(
⋀r

V
E

P,
V
E) ≅ HomV

E
(lim
←,,,,,
n

⋀r

ℛ[GEn ]
Pn,

V
E)

≅ lim
←,,,,,
m

HomV
E
(lim
←,,,,,
n

⋀r

ℛ[GEn ]
Pn,ℛ[GEm])

≅ lim
←,,,,,
m

Homℛ[GEm ]
(
⋀r

ℛ[GEm ]
Pm,ℛ[GEm])

The Lemma now follows by combining this isomorphism with the above de-
scriptions of the relevant ideals. �

We end this section with a straightforward Corollary of Proposition 3.17.

Corollary 3.19. Suppose that for every �eld E ∈ Ω(ℒ∕K) the �-invariant hy-
pothesis (15) holds. Then for every Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K) there exists a
basic Euler system that agrees with � on the extension ℒK∞∕K.

Proof. Fix an Euler system � ∈ ESr(T,K). Then by Proposition 3.17 and The-
orem 3.14 one knows that for every E ∈ Ω(ℒ∕K) the elementℒ�,E is contained
in dV

E
(CE∞,S(E)(T)).

Now since the transition map �∞
E′∕E

in the de�nition of VSIw(T,K) is surjec-
tive, the natural projection map

VSIw(T,K)↠ VSIw(T,ℒK∞)

is a surjection. We are therefore able to lift the family (ℒ�,E)E∈Ω(ℒ∕K) to a vertical
system z ∈ VSIw(T,K). The elementΘ∞

T,K
(z) then gives the desired basic Euler

system. �

4. Applications to arithmetic
4.1. The multiplicative group.

4.1.1. The set-up. Let K be a totally real �eld and  ∶ GK → ℚp

×

a non-
trivial character of �nite prime-to-p order. Denote by ℛ the �nite ℤp-algebra
generated by the image of  . If L denotes the �xed �eld of  then we suppose
throughout this section that L is totally real and that no p-adic place of K splits
completely or rami�es in L. We moreover write ∆ = Gal(L∕K).

We write ℛ(1) ⊗  −1 for the GK-representation which equals ℛ as an ℛ-
module and upon whichGK acts via �cyc −1 where �cyc is the cyclotomic char-
acter of K.

Then T = ℛ(1)⊗  −1 is a p-adic representation with coe�cients in ℛ. Fix
a �nite set of places S of K containing Smin(T) and an abelian extension K∕K
such that the pair (T,K) is admissible.

In this setting we note that the weak Leopoldt conjecture holds by the result
recalled in Remark 3.2.

For each E ∈ Ω(K∕K) we make the following de�nitions:
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∙ UE,S(E) ∶= (O×

LE,S(E)
) and UE ∶= (O×

LE
) 

∙ AE,S(E) ∶= ClS(E)(LE)
 and AE ∶= Cl(LE) 

∙ YE,V for the (p,  )-part of the free abelian group on the places in VLE
where V is any �nite set of places of K.

For any □ ∈ {U,A,Y } we set □∞
E,V

∶= lim
←,,,,,n

□En ,V
. Here the limit is taken

with respect to the homomorphisms induced by the norm map if□ ∈ {U,A }

and with respect to the map induced by restriction of places otherwise.
Note, moreover, that for any pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ there is another transition

map

YE′,V → YE,V

w ↦ fw∕vv

where for any place w of VE′ lying above v ∈ VE we write fw∕v for the inertial
degree. We then denote by Y∞

E,V
the limit lim

←,,,,,n∈ℕ
YEn ,V taken with respect to

this map.
Observe that Kummer theory gives a canonical isomorphism

UE,S(E) ≅ H1(OE,S(E), T)

In particular, any � ∈ ESr(T,K) can be regarded as a compatible collection of
elements in UE,S(E) as E varies over Ω(K∕K).

We �rst record the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let K = ℚ and � ∈ ES1(T,K) be an Euler system and E ∈

Ω(K′∕K). Then for every regular prime p of
V
E the condition (16) is equivalent

to an inclusion

Fitt
0V
E,p
((U∞

E
∕(�En)n)p) ⋅ Fitt

0V
E,p
(Y∞

E,S(E)⧵Sp(K),p
)−1 ⊆ Fitt

0V
E,p
(A∞

E,p
) (24)

Proof. At the outset we remark that we have a natural exact sequence

0→ U∞
E
→ U∞

E,S(E)
→ Y∞

E,S(E)
→ A∞

E
→ A∞

E,S(E)
→ 0

Since no �nite place of LE can split completely in LE∞ it follows that Y∞

E,S(E)
=

Y∞

E,Sp(K)
. By hypothesis, no p-adic place of K can split completely in L and so

this latter limit is in fact trivial.
As such, the inclusion and quotient maps respectively give canonical identi-

�cations U∞
E
= U∞

E,S(E)
and A∞

E
≅ A∞

E,S(E)
.

On the other hand, the fact that  is non-trivial implies that we have an exact
sequence

0→ A∞
E
→ H2

Iw
(OE,S(E), T)→ Y∞

E,S(E)⧵Sp(K)
→ 0 (25)

The proof of the Lemma now follows from the well-known fact that Fitting
ideals are multiplicative on short-exact sequences over rings of global dimen-
sion one. �
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4.1.2. An interlude on Euler systems in the sense of Kolyvagin. A key
step in the proof of Theorem 1.11 will be to use the argument employed by
Greither [21, Thm. 3.1] in proving the Iwasawa main conjecture over arbitrary
abelian extensions. The argument of loc. cit. is carried out in the classical
framework of Euler systems in the sense of Kolyvagin, the notation of which
di�ers from the more modern de�nition 1.2. In order to facilitate exposition in
the sequel we now recall this earlier de�nition and how elements of ES1(T,K)
give rise to such systems.

To do this we followGreither in [21, p. 471] (and Burns and Seo in [14, §3.2])
by �xing a rational prime p, an abelian �eld F ∈ Ω(Kab∕K) andM a power of
p. We let { �n }n≥1 be a compatible family of primitive ntℎ-roots of unity and
we denote F(m) = F(�m) for each natural number m. We write J = JF,M for
the set of square-free positive integers whose every prime divisor both splits
completely in F and is congruent to 1 moduloM.
De�nition 4.2. A p-adic Euler-Kolyvagin system for the �eld F is a collection
("r)r∈J satisfying the following properties for a given r ∈ JF,M and each prime
divisor l of r:
(ES1) "r belongs to F(r)×⊗̂ℤℤp,
(ES2) "r belongs to O×

F(r),p
when r > 1,

(ES3) NF(r)∕F(r∕l)("r) = (1 − Fr
−1

l ) ⋅ "r∕l,
(ES4)p For all primes l of F(r) lying above l we have "r ≡ "r∕l (mod l)p

where (mod l)p is taken tomean that the congruence holds only after
projecting to the p-primary component of the residue �eld OF(r)∕l.

Henceforth we shall assume that K = ℚ, K′ is the maximal abelian pro-p
extension of K unrami�ed at the primes in S andK = K′ℚ∞ where ℚ∞ is the
cyclotomic ℤp-extension of ℚ.

In the following Lemma we shall demonstrate how elements of ES1(T,K)
give rise to useful Euler-Kolyvagin systems for �elds E ∈ Ω(K∕K). While
this is in principle a straightforward task, there are two minor inconveniences
that make matters somewhat delicate. Firstly, elements of � ∈ ES1(T,K) do
not admit values over full ray class �elds, rather only over the maximal p-
subextensions of the various cyclotomic �elds over L. Secondly, � admits values
inside the  -isotypical part of the various unit groups. We will deal with these
issues by introducing certain useful splittings of modules of Euler systems.

To formulate this we write fE (resp. Ep) for the conductor (resp. maximal
p-subextension) of an abelian �eld E and N† for the set of natural numbers
congruent to 2 modulo 4.

Proposition 4.3. Fix a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K) and a natural number d ∈ ℕ† such
that d ∣ fE . Given an Euler system � ∈ ES1(T,K) there exists a p-adic Euler-
Kolyvagin system ("�,d,r)r∈JF,M for the �eld LE with the property that

"�,d,1 = NLℚ(fE)
p∕LE(�ℚ(d)p)

In particular, if E = ℚ(n)p then "�,d,1 = �ℚ(d)p .
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Proof. At the outsetwe shall �rst demonstrate the existence of aℛLℒ∕ℚ-splitting
of the natural map

Ψ ∶ ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ)→ ES1(ℤp(1), LK∕ℚ)→ ES1(T,K∕ℚ)

Here ℒ is the extension ℒ′ℚ∞ with ℒ′ the maximal abelian extension ofℚ un-
rami�ed outside S.

To this end we �x a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕ℚ) and remark that the fact that |∆| is
prime-to-p implies the existence of a canonical decomposition

ℤp[GLE] ≅
⨁

�∈∆̂

ℤp(im(�))[GE]

By tensoring this decomposition over ℤp[GLE] with O×
LE

we then obtain the
decomposition

O×
LE
≅

⨁

�∈∆̂

O
×,�

LE

In particular one sees that there is an embedding

�E ∶ UE ↪ O×
LE

(26)

with the property that the composite UE ↪ O×
LE

→ UE is the identity and, for
each pair of �elds E ⊆ E′, the diagram

UE′ OLE′,S(E′)

UE OLE,S(E′)

NE′∕E NE′∕E

commutes. As such, the tuple of maps (�E)E∈Ω(K∕K) de�nes a homomorphism
of ℛLK∕ℚ-modules

ES1(T,K∕ℚ)→ ES1(ℤp(1), LK∕ℚ)

splitting the natural map ES1(ℤp(1), LK∕ℚ)→ ES1(T,K∕ℚ).
On the other hand, the group ℋE ∶= Gal(GLE∕GLEp) has order prime-to-p

by de�nition. In particular, we have a canonical idempotent

eℋE
∶= |ℋE|

−1
∑

�∈ℋE

�

in ℤp[GLE] which induces a canonical decomposition

ℤp[GLE] ≅ eℋE
(ℤp[GLE])⊕ (1 − eℋE

)(ℤp[GLE])

≅ ℤp[GLEp ]⊕ (1 − eℋE
)(ℤp[GLE]) (27)
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A straightforward calculation using this decomposition then shows that for
each pair of �elds E ⊆ E′ we have a commutative diagram

ℤp[GLE′] ℤp[GLE′ ,p ]

ℤp[GLE] ℤp[GLEp ]

NLE′∕LE
N
LE

′ ,p∕LEp
(28)

By tensoring the decomposition (27) over ℤp[GLE] with O×
LE

we then obtain a
decomposition

�E ∶ O
×
LE
≅ O×

LEp
⊕ (1 − eℋEp

)O×
LE

This then combines with the diagram (28) to imply that the tuple of homomor-
phisms (�E)E∈Ω(ℒ∕ℚ) induces a homomorphism of ℛLℒ∕ℚ-modules

ES1(ℤp(1), LK∕ℚ)→ ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ)

which splits the natural map ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ)→ ES1(ℤp(1), LK∕ℚ).
The above discussion therefore implies the existence of a natural decompo-

sition

ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ) = ES1(T,K∕ℚ)⊕ ker(Ψ)

Via this we may view the Euler system � ∈ ES1(T,K) as an element � ∈

ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ) in such a way that �
LMp = �Mp for allM ∈ Ω(ℒ∕ℚ).

It now remains to show that the system � ∈ ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ) gives rise to
an Euler-Kolyvagin system of the desired form. To do this we write �∗∞ for the
union of all �m with m divisible by p and prime to the conductor fL of L. We
de�ne a function

f ∶ �∗∞ → L
×

⊗̂ℤℤp

�m ↦ {
�
L(m)

ifm ≢ 2 (mod 4)

(1 − Fr
−1
2 )�

L(m)
ifm = 2m′ withm′ ≥ 1 odd

Wenote thatf is necessarilyGal(L∕L)-equivariant and satis�es the distribution
relation

∏

�a="

f(�) = f(") (29)

for all a ∈ ℕ and " ∈ �∗∞.
Given this construction we now set F = LE and claim that the assignment

"r = "�,d,r ∶= NL(fEr)∕F(r)
f
(
�d ⋅

∏

l∣r

�l

)

de�nes the desired p-adic Euler-Kolyvagin system for F.
The fact that this collection satis�es (ES1) and (ES2) is immediate from the

assumptions. As for (ES3), we calculate
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NF(r)∕F(r∕l)NL(fEr)∕F(r)
("r) = NF(r)∕F(r∕l)NL(fEr)∕F(r)

f
(
�d ⋅

∏

q∣(r∕l)

�q

)

= NL((r∕l)fE)∕F(r∕l)
NL(fEr)∕L(fE(r∕l))

f
(
�d ⋅

∏

q∣(r∕l)

�q

)

= NL(fE(r∕l))∕F(r∕l)

l−1∏

i=1

f
(
�d�

i

l

∏

q∣(r∕l)

�q

)

= NL(fE(r∕l))∕F(r∕l)

f
((
�d

∏

q∣(r∕l)
�q

)l)

f
(
�d

∏

q∣(r∕l)
�q

)

= (1 − Fr
−1

l ) ⋅NL(fE(r∕l))∕F(r∕l)
f
(
�d

∏

q∣(r∕l)

�q

)

= (1 − Fr
−1

l ) ⋅ "r∕l

Here the second equality follows fromstandard functoriality properties of norms,
the third by the de�nition of the norm and the fourth by applying the distribu-
tion relation (29).

Turning now to the veri�cation of the condition (ES4)p, we �rst note that
the fact that � constitutes a p-adic Euler system in the sense of [36, Def. II.1.1]
combines with awell-known argument (see, for instance, [36, Cor. IV.8.1, Rem.
IV.8.2] or [11, Thm. A.1]) to imply that for each prime l of L(fEr) lying above l
the congruence

f(�dr) ≡ f(�d(r∕l))
Fr

−1

l (mod l)p (30)

holds. Since for any primes p ≠ q we have �pq = �
Fr

−1
q

p �
Fr

−1
p

q , and Frq acts
trivially on �q, a straightforward calculation combines with this congruence to
yield the further congruence

f
(
�d ⋅

∏

l∣r

�l

)
≡ f

(
�d ⋅

∏

q∣(r∕l)

�q

)
(mod l)p

The claim now follows immediately from the de�nition of the system ("r)r.
Finally, we may calculate

"�,n,1 = NL(fE)∕LE
(f(�d)) = NL(fE)∕LE

(�
L(d)

) = NLℚ(fE)
p∕LE(�Lℚ(d)p)

= NLℚ(fE)
p∕LE(�ℚ(d)p)

which completes the proof of the Proposition. �

4.1.3. Theproof ofTheorem1.11. Weare now in a position to state andprove
the precise version of Theorem 1.11.

Theorem 4.4. Question 1.8 has an a�rmative answer for the pair (T,K).
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Proof. By Theorem 3.14 and Remark 3.16 it su�ces to show that for every � ∈
ES1(T,K), E ∈ Ω(K′∕K) and regular prime p of

V
E,p such that ⟨(�En)n⟩V

E,p

is
non-trivial the inclusion (24) of Lemma 4.1 holds.

By class �eld theory we are free to assume that E is the maximal p-extension
inside ℚ(m) where m is a natural number not divisible by the �nite primes in
S and not congruent to 2 modulo 4.

To verify the relevant inclusion we �rst claim that

Fitt
0V
E,p

(
⟨(�E�,n)n⟩

⟨(�En)n)⟩
) = Fitt

0V
E,p
(Y∞

E,S(E)⧵Sp(K),p
)

=
⎛

⎜

⎝

∏

v∈S(E)⧵S(E�)

1 − Fr
−1
v

⎞

⎟

⎠

V
E,p

where E� is themaximal p-extension insideℚ(d)where d is such that the char-
acter � = �p corresponding to p has conductor either d or dp. Indeed, �rst
note that for any prime q dividing the conductor of E we have isomorphisms of
V
E-modules

Y∞

E,{ q }
≅ Ind

Gal(E∞∕K)

Dq
(ℛ) ≅ ℛ[Gal(E∞∕K)∕Dq]

where Dq is the decomposition subgroup of q inside Gal(E∞∕K). Now, if Iq
denotes the inertia subgroup inside Dq then q divides the conductor of E� if
and only if �|Iq ≠ 1 whence Y∞

E,{ q },p
= 0. Conversely, suppose that �|Iq = 1.

We have an exact sequence

0→
V
E

1−Fr
−1
q

,,,,,,→
V
E → ℛ[Gal(E∞∕K)∕Dq]→ 0

Localising at p we then obtain

0→
V
E,p

1−Fr
−1
q

,,,,,,→
V
E,p → Y∞

E,{ q },p
→ 0

This establishes the latter of the two claimed equalities. As for the �rst, let
ℋ ∶= Gal(E∕E�) and observe that the norm element Nℋ =

∑

�∈ℋ
� is a unit

in
V
E,p. We then have by the Euler system relation an equality

(�En)n = N−1

E∕E�
⋅
⎛

⎜

⎝

∏

v∈S(E)⧵S(E�)

1 − Fr
−1
v

⎞

⎟

⎠

⋅ (�E� ,n)n

The claim then follows by combining this equality with the fact that themodule
⟨(�E� ,n)n⟩ is

V
E-torsion-free.

Given the above discussion we are reduced to verifying that there is an in-
clusion

Fitt
0V
E,p
((U∞

E
∕(�E�,n)n)p) ⊆ Fitt

0V
E,p
(A∞

p
) (31)
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Since the localisation map
V
E →

V
E,p factors through the map

V
E →

V
E,�

induced by�we are further reduced to verifying the divisibility of characteristic
ideals

charV
E,�

(
A
∞,�

E

)
∣ charV

E,�

⎛

⎜

⎝

U
∞,�

E

(�E� ,n)
�
n

⎞

⎟

⎠

(32)

At this stage we seek to apply the argument of Greither used to prove the
main conjecture [21, Th. 3.1] for abelian �elds.

To do this we resume the notations of §4.1.2 and �x n ∈ ℕ. Then by Propo-
sition 4.3 there exists a p-adic Euler-Kolyvagin ("�,dpn ,r)r∈J system for the �eld
LEn with the property that

"1 = �ℚ(dpn)p = �E�,n

This system may fail to be an Euler system in the strict sense considered
by Rubin in [35] (and thus Greither in [21]). In particular, an Euler system
in loc. cit. is required to satisfy the property (ES4) which is, a priori, stronger
than (ES4)p where the congruence is required to hold without projecting to the
maximal p-primary component of the appropriate residue �eld.

However, the only occurrence of the condition (ES4) during the course of the
proof of [21, Th. 3.1] is in the proof of [35, Prop. 2.4] which uses the map 'l
constructed in [35, Lem. 2.3]. Since M is taken to be a power of p, the map
'l factors through the projection of (OF∕lOF)

× to its p-primary component.
As such, it su�ces to replace (ES4) in the proof of [21, Th. 3.1] by the weaker
condition (ES4)p.

Given these observations, wemay now apply the argument used to prove [21,
Th. 3.1] to the aforementionedp-adic Euler-Kolyvagin systems arising from the
Euler system � in order to deduce the desired divisibility (32). �

Remark 4.5. It is natural to ask if one can remove the assumption that p does
not split completely in L. As observed above, this condition ensures that (ES2)
is always satis�ed for the classical p-adic Euler systems arising from elements
of ES1(T,K).

De�ne the module ESstr1 (T,K) of ‘strict’ Euler systems to be the subset of
ES1(T,K) comprising those systems � with the property that for every E ∈

Ω(K∕K) one has that �E ∈ UE . Then the proof of Theorem 4.4 makes it clear
that if p is allowed to split completely in L then one at least has the equality
ES

str
1 (T,K) = ES

b
(T,K) (the backwards inclusion here follows from the argu-

ment of Corollary 4.6 below and the fact that �cyc ∈ ES
str
1 (T,K)).

As such, the validity of Question 1.8 in this situation is reduced to the ques-
tion of whether the equality ES1(T,K) = ES

str
1 (T,K) holds. In this regard we

note that by Proposition 2.2 the condition �E ∈ UE holds for any �eld E sat-
isfying standard hypotheses for the representation T. Given this we believe it
reasonable to conjecture that this equality always holds.
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We can now state and prove the precise version of Corollary 1.12. To do this
we write �cyc ∈ ES1(ℤp(1), Lℒ∕ℚ) for the usual Euler system of cyclotomic
units. That is to say, the system for which at each E ∈ Ω(Lℒ∕ℚ) one has �E =
Nℚ(fE)∕E

(1−�fE ). We also continue to use the notation established in the proofs
of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4.

Corollary 4.6. ES1(T,K) is a free ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]-module of rank one, with a
basis given by c = Ψ(�cyc).

Proof. At the outset we �x a �eld E ∈ Ω(K′∕ℚ) and write CEn for the group of
cyclotomic units of the �eld LEn. Explicitly, this is given by the intersection

CEn ∶= {Nℚ(fLEn )∕LEn
(1 − �d) ∣ d divides fLEn }ℤp[GLEn ]

∩ (O×
LEn

⊗ℤ ℤp)

We then write C∞
E

for the inverse limit lim
←,,,,,n∈ℕ

C
�

En
taken with respect to the

norm maps.
Turning now to the proof of the claim, we note that by Theorem 3.14 it suf-

�ces to show, �rstly, that the �Λ-invariant of the quotient
U∞

E,S(E)

⟨(cEn)n⟩V
E

vanishes and, secondly, that the inclusion (24) is an equality for � = c.
The �rst of these claims follows as an immediate consequence of the main

result of Greither in [19, Appendix] in combination with the �ltration

⟨(cEn)n⟩V
E

⊆ C∞
E
⊆ U∞

E
⊆ U∞

E,S(E)

As for the second claim, �rst observe that the proof of Theorem 4.4 implies that
we just have to verify that (31) is an equality in this case. We claim, �rstly, that
the element cE�,n generates C∞,p. To this end we �x f ∈ ℕ such that d ∣ f ∣ m

and set E = ℚ(f)p. Then

NE∕E�
((c

En
)n) = [E ∶ E]N

E∕E�
((c

En
)n)

= [E ∶ E]
( ∏

v∈S(E)⧵S(E�)

1 − Fr
−1
v

)
((cE�n

)n)

Since NE∕E�
is invertible in

V
E,p it then follows that (c

En
)n is contained in the

V
E,p-module generated by (cE�n )n. Now suppose that d ∤ n. Then � is non-

trivial on the group Gal(E∕E) and so

((c
En
)n)p = [E ∶ E]−1(N

E∕E
(c
En
)n)p = [E ∶ E]−1�(N

E∕E
)((c

En
)n)p = 0

The above discussion therefore implies that it su�ces to prove the existence
of some integer a for which there is an equality of characteristic ideals

�a� ⋅ char
V
E,�

(
A
∞,�

E

)
= charV

E,�
((U

∞
E⟋C∞

E
)

�

)
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where �� is a uniformiser ofℚ(im(�)). This is now an immediate consequence
of Greither’s original result [21, Thm. 3.1] on the main conjecture. �

4.1.4. The higher rank setting. We now focus on the situation where K is
an arbitrary totally real �eld.

We write ℒ = ℒ for the maximal subextension of K′ with the property
that every �eld inΩ(ℒK∞∕K) satis�es standard hypotheses for T. Note that by
Example 2.1 one knows that the extension ℒ is non-trivial.

The exact sequence (25) implies that for any E ∈ Ω(ℒ∕K), the �-invariant
hypothesis (15) is equivalent to the vanishing of the �-invariants of e� ⋅A∞

E
for

all � ∈ IE . This has been conjectured to be the case by Iwasawa and we assume
this conjecture for all E ∈ Ω(ℒ∕K).

Recall that T is the representation T = ℛ(1)⊗ −1 de�ned at the beginning
of this section.

Proposition 4.7. Let � ∈ ESr(T,K) be an Euler system. Then there exists a basic
Euler system that agrees with � on the extension ℒK∞.

Proof. This follows via an immediate application of Corollary 3.19. �

Remark 4.8. Fix a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K). Then by Example 2.1 one knows that
E ∈ Ω(K∕K) satis�es standard hypotheses if no prime in S(E) ⧵ S∞(K) splits
completely inL (the�xed�eld of ). This factmotivates a probabilistic heuristic
for the validity of Question 1.8 in this setting.

Indeed, recall that K must contain the maximal p-subextension of the ray
class �eldmodulo q for almost every prime q ofK. As such, the analytic density
of the set of primes of K ramifying inK is one. On the other hand, if we write
| | for the order of  then by the Chebotarev Density Theorem, the analytic
density of the set of primes of K that split completely in L is [L ∶ K]−1 = | |−1.
In particular the density, in a natural sense, of the setΩ(ℒ ∕K) insideΩ(K′∕K)

is bounded below by 1 − | |−1.
It then follows that as | | approaches in�nity, the density ofΩ(ℒ ∕K) inside

Ω(K′∕K) approaches one. This in turn implies that as | | approaches in�nity,
the density of the set of �elds in Ω(K∕K) upon which a given Euler system
agrees with a basic Euler system approaches one.

One can therefore see Question 1.8 in this setting as being ‘true in the limit
| | →∞’.

Remark 4.9. During the preparation of the presentmanuscript, the article [38]
of Sakamoto appeared online inwhich the author also considers the question of
towhat extent Euler systems are basic. In particular in [38, Thm. 1.1] Sakamoto
shows that Question 1.8 has an a�rmative answer in the setting of the multi-
plicative group over totally real �elds under the assumed validity of Greenberg’s
conjecture for every E ∈ Ω(K′∕K).

4.2. Elliptic curves and the proof of Theorem 1.13. Let C∕ℚ be an elliptic
curve and ℚ∞∕ℚ the cyclotomic ℤp-extension of ℚ. We denote by T = Tp(C)

the p-adic Tate module of C. Suppose that p > 3 and
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(EH1) The image of the representation
� ∶ Gℚ → Aut(T) ≅ GL2(ℤp)

contains SL2(ℤp).
(EH2) For all v ∈ S ⧵ S∞(ℚ) the curve C(ℚv) has no points of order p.
(EH3) There exists a �nite abelian extension L∕ℚ, not contained in K, such

that C(L)[p∞] ≠ 0.
By Example 2.1, the Hypotheses (EH1) and (EH2) imply that ℚ satis�es stan-
dard hypotheses for the representation T. In this situation one also knows that
the weak Leopoldt conjecture holds for all E ∈ Ω(K′∕ℚ) by the result recalled
in Remark 3.2.

We can now state and prove the precise version of Theorem 1.13.

Theorem 4.10. Assume that p > 3 and assume to be given an elliptic curveC∕ℚ
that satis�es the hypotheses (EH1) through (EH3). Then for every � ∈ ES1(T,K)

there exists a basic Euler system that agrees with � on the extensionℚ∞∕ℚ.

Proof. In this situation r = 1 and so the Theoremwill follow from an immedi-
ate application of Corollary 3.19 once we verify that the �-invariant condition
(15) holds.

To do this, �rst note that vanishing of the�-invariant ofH2
Iw
(OE,S(E), T) holds

if and only if the same is true of that of the dual of the �ne Selmer group over
E∞ for any abelian extension E∕ℚ by the facts recalled in Remark 3.16(iii).

As such, the �-invariant of H2
Iw
(OL,S(L), T) vanishes by the assumed validity

of (EH3) and [16, Cor. 3.6]. It is then straightforward to see that this implies
that the �-invariant of H2

Iw
(Oℚ,S(ℚ), T) also vanishes as is required to complete

the proof of the Theorem. �

Remark 4.11. Fouquet and Wan have recently announced a proof of the full
KatoMainConjecture under the same ‘big image’ hypothesis as Kato’s divisibil-
ity proof in [26]. Let z∞ be the element of Q(

V
ℚ)⊗

V
ℚ

dV
ℚ
(Cℚ∞,S(ℚ)

(T)) de�ned
in [9, §7.1]. Since the big image hypothesis is implied by (EH1), their result
would imply that z∞ is a

V
ℚ-basis of dV

ℚ
(Cℚ∞,S(ℚ)

(T)). A strengthening of the
argument of Corollary 3.17 then yields a basic Euler system c that agrees with
Kato’s Euler system zkato on the extensionℚ∞∕ℚ and has the property that for
every E ∈ Ω(K∕K) and character � ∈ ĜE one has that c�

E
≠ 1 if and only if

(zkato
E

)� ≠ 1.

Appendices
A. Results on étale cohomology complexes. For convenience of the reader
we gather in this appendix various well-known facts about the étale cohomol-
ogy complexes that we have employed in this article. To do this we �rst recall
the de�nition of the so-called ‘Σ-modi�ed’ cohomology complexes. We remark
that Σ-modi�cation is only relevant for Appendix B and so for the purpose of
reading the main body of this article the reader is invited to ignore any adorn-
ments by Σ.
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Fix E ∈ Ω(K∕K) and suppose to be given a �nite set U of places of K con-
taining S(E) along with a �nite set of places Σ of K disjoint from U. We de�ne
the ‘Σ-modifed’ cohomology complex RΓΣ(OE,U , T) to be the mapping �bre in
D(ℛ[GE]) of the natural localisation morphism

RΓ(OE,U , T)→
⨁

w∈ΣF

RΓf(Ew, T) (33)

Given this, one then de�nes the ‘Σ-modifed’ compactly supported cohomology
complex

RΓc,Σ(OE,U , T) ∶= RHomℛ(RΓΣ(OE,U , T
∗(1)),ℛ)[−3]

⊕
⎛

⎜

⎝

⨁

w∈S∞(E)

H0(Ew, T)
⎞

⎟

⎠

[−1]

To ease notation in the sequel, we then denote

CE,U,Σ(T) ∶= RHomℛ(RΓc,Σ(OE,U , T
∗(1)),ℛ)[−2]

The properties of use to us in this article are then summarised in the following
Proposition:

PropositionA.1. Fix a�eldE ∈ Ω(K∕K),U a�nite set of places ofK containing
S(E) and Σ a �nite set of places of K disjoint fromU. IfH0(E, T) = 0 then

(1) CE,U,Σ(T) is a perfect complex of ℛ[GE]-modules and is acyclic outside
degrees zero and one. Moreover, the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of the
complex Q⊗R CE,U,Σ(T) vanishes.

(2) There is a canonical isomorphism H0(CE,U,Σ(T)) ≅ H1
Σ
(OE,U , T) and a

split exact sequence

0→ H2
Σ
(OE,U , T)→ H1(CE,U,Σ(T))→ YK(T)

∗ ⊗ℛ ℛ[GE]→ 0 (34)

in which the injection is canonical and the surjection is dependent on a
choice of a set of representatives of the Gal(K∕K)-orbits on S∞(K).

(3) For any �nite set of places Σ′ of K containing Σ and disjoint from U one
has an exact triangle

CE,U,Σ′(T)→ CE,U,Σ(T)→
⨁

w∈(Σ′⧵Σ)E

RΓf(Ew, T)[1] (35)

in Dp
(ℛ[GE]).

(4) For any set of placesU′ ofK containingU and disjoint from Σ one has an
exact triangle

CE,U,Σ(T)→ CE,U′,Σ(T)→
⨁

w∈(U′⧵U)E

RΓf(Ew, T∗(1))∗[−1] (36)

in Dp
(ℛ[GE]).
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(5) For any pair of �eldsE ⊆ E′ inΩ(K∕K) such thatU contains S(E′), there
is a natural codescent isomorphism

CE′,U,Σ(T)⊗ℛ[GE′ ]
ℛ[GE] ≅ CE,U,Σ(T) (37)

in Dp
(ℛ[GE]).

Proof. Part (1) and (2) of the Proposition are exactly [13, Prop. 2.21]. Part (4)
is Subsection 2.3.2 of loc. cit. and Part (5) is [20, Prop. 1.6.5(iii)]. As for Part (3),
the desired exact triangle follows from a straightforward calculation involving
combining Artin-Verdier duality (and noting that p is odd) in the form [4, (6)]
with the triangle of de�nition of theΣ-modi�ed cohomology complex forT. �

B. Weakly admissible pairs. It is natural to ask if one can weaken the hy-
potheses levied on the pairs (T,K) in order to say something about more gen-
eral representations. For example, if K is an imaginary quadratic �eld then
hypothesis (H3) is never satis�ed for the representation ℤp if K contains the
cyclotomic ℤp-extension of K and so the Euler system of elliptic units de�ned
over K do not �t into the theoretical framework underpinning Question 1.8. In
this section we outline how one can weaken the hypotheses on (T,K) to incor-
porate such examples of representations.

Consider the following hypothesis on pairs (T,K):

Hypothesis B.1.
(H0) Theℛ-module YK(T) ∶=

⨁

v∈S∞(K)
H0(Kv, T

∗(1)) is free of rank r ≥ 1.
(H1) T is rami�ed at only �nitely many primes of K.
(H2) For all E ∈ Ω(K∕K) the invariants moduleH0(E, T) vanishes.
(H′

3
) There exists a �nite set of places Sf ofKwith the property that for every v ∉
Sf , the complex RΓf(Kv, T) is acyclic outside degree one andH1

f
(Kv, T) is

a cyclicℛ-module.

Throughout this appendixwe assume that all pairs (T,K) satisfyHypotheses
B.1 and 1.4 and that S contains Sf. In this case we shall refer to such pairs as
‘weakly admissible pairs’.

Example B.2. Set T = ℤp(1) and �x a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K). In this case the
acyclicity condition in (H′

3
) is clear from the de�nition of T. Moreover, since for

every v ∉ S(E), RΓf(Kv, T) is isomorphic inDp
(ℤp[GE]) to the complex T

1−Fr
−1
v

,,,,,,→

T, and T is a free ℤp-module of rank one, it follows that H1

f
(Kv, T) is cyclic. As

such, (T,K) is a weakly admissible pair for any appropriate choice ofK.

B.1. The idealAT,K and themodi�ed question. Observe that since T does
not in general satisfy (H3) the homomorphism ΘT,K constructed by Burns and
Sano is only a map

ΘT,K ∶ VS(T,K)→ RESr(T,K)
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We refer to the image of this map as the module of ‘basic Euler systems’ for
the weakly admissible pair (T,K) and denote it as usual by ESb(T,K). In this
section we shall construct a non-zero ideal AT,K of ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]] with the
property that AT,K ⋅ ES

b
(T,K) ⊆ ESr(T,K).

To this end, �x a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K) and de�ne the idealAT,E of ℛ[GE] to be

AT,E ∶= Annℛ[GE](H
1(OE,S(E), T)tor)

where here tor indicates the R-torsion submodule. We now record the follow-
ing Lemma which can be seen as an analogue of [39, Lem. IV.1.1] for p-adic
representations:

Lemma B.3. For each E ∈ Ω(K∕K) the following claims are valid:
(1) Let U be a �nite set of places of K not containing S(E). Then there is an

equality

AT,E =
⟨
Annℛ[GE](H

1

f
(Kv, TE)) ∣ v ∉ U

⟩

(2) For every �eld E′ ∈ Ω(K∕K) containing E the natural projection map
�E′∕E ∶ ℛ[GE′]→ ℛ[GE] sendsAT,E′ ontoAT,E .

Proof. At the outset we note that in order to prove the �rst claim it su�ces, by
Shapiro’s Lemma, to demonstrate that

Annℛ[GE](H
1(OK,S(E), TE)tor) =

⟨
Annℛ[GE](H

1

f
(Kv, TE)) ∣ v ∉ U

⟩
(38)

Moreover, an analysis of the long exact sequence of cohomology of the triangle
(36) yields the equality H1(OK,U , TE)tor = H1(OK,S(E), TE)tor. As such, we may
verify the above equality with the set S(E) replaced by U.

To simplify notation in this proof, we shall write V = TE ⊗R Q, KU for the
themaximal Galois extension ofK unrami�ed outsideU andGK,U for its Galois
group. The long exact sequence of GK,U-cohomology of the tautological exact
sequence

0→ TE → V → V∕TE → 0 (39)

combines with the assumed validity of (H′
3
) to give an identi�cation

H1(OK,U , TE)tor ≅ H0(OK,U , V∕TE) = (V∕TE)
GK,U

For each v ∉ U, let Frobv be the associated Frobenius conjugacy class in GK,U .
Then by the Chebotarev density theorem applied to the extension KU∕K, one
knows that the set

⋃

v∉U
Frobv is dense in GK,U . As such, if we are given a

� ∈ GK,U , there exists a place v ∉ U with the property that � ∈ ⟨Frobv⟩. But
the latter is just the decomposition groupGK,v relative to v insideGK,U . We thus
see that

(V∕TE)
GK,U =

⋂

v∉U

(V∕TE)
GK,v =

⋂

v∉U

H0(Kv, V∕TE)
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Now for each v ∉ U, the long exact sequence of Gal(Kur
v ∕Kv)-cohomology of

(39) together with the assumed validity of (H′
3
) implies that there is a canonical

identi�cation

H0(Kv, V∕TE) = H0

f
(Kv, V∕TE) ≅ H1

f
(Kv, TE)

The desired equality (38) now follows via passage to annihilators after combin-
ing the above two facts.

Turning now to the second claim, we �x a �nite set of placesU of K disjoint
from S(E′) and choose v ∈ U. By using the resolution (1) one deduces the
existence of a codescent isomorphism

H1

f
(Kv, TE′)⊗ℛ[GE′ ]

ℛ[GE] ≅ H1

f
(Kv, TE)

By Hypothesis (H′
3
), the ℛ[GE′]-module H1

f
(Kv, TE) is of projective dimension

one. In particular, its initial Fitting ideal is an invertible ℛ[GE]-module. We
may therefore take Fitting ideals across the above isomorphism to deduce that
the restriction map ℛ[GE′]→ ℛ[GE] induces a surjective map

Fitt
0

ℛ[GE′ ]
(H1

f
(Kv, TE′))→ Fitt

0

ℛ[GE]
(H1

f
(Kv, TE))

On the other hand, the assumed validity of (H′
3
) implies that for every v ∉ U,

H1

f
(Kv, TE) is a cyclic ℛ[GE]-module. As such its ℛ[GE]-annihilator coincides

with its initial Fitting ideal. The Lemma now follows by applying the �rst as-
sertion of the Lemma with the set U to AT,E . �

We can now de�ne an ideal of ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]

AT,K ∶= lim
←,,,,,

E∈Ω(K∕K)

AT,E

where the inverse limit is taken with respect to the maps �E′∕E . A straight-
forward exercise in class �eld theory (see, for example, [3, Lem. 3.5]) implies
that AT,K is non-zero.

Proposition B.4. There is an inclusionAT,K ⋅ ES
b
(T,K) ⊆ ESr(T,K).

Proof. Fix an element a = (aE)E of AT,K , a vertical system (zE)E ∈ VS(T,K)

and a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K). By de�nition, we are required to show that

aE ⋅ zE ⊆
⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T)

By the de�nition of the ideal AT,E and Lemma B.5 below, we may choose a
singleton set Σ = { v } ⊈ S(E)with the property thatH1

Σ
(OE,S(E), T) is R-torsion-

free and assume that aE is of the form

aE ∈ Fitt
0

ℛ[GE]

(
H1

f
(Kv, TE)

)
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Note now that there are canonical isomorphisms of ℛ[GE]-modules

dℛ[GE](CE,S(E),Σ(T)) ≅ dℛ[GE]
(
RΓf(Kv, TE)

)
⊗ℛ[GE]

dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T))

≅
(
Fitt

0

ℛ[GE]
H1

f
(Kv, TE)

)
⋅ dℛ[GE](CE,S(E)(T))

where the �rst is induced by the exact triangle (35) and the second by the as-
sumed validity of (H′

3
).

Sincewehave
⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1
Σ
(OE,S(E), T) ⊆

⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1(OE,S(E), T), we are reduced

to showing that

ΘT,E(dℛ[GE](CE,S(E),Σ(T))) ⊆
⋂r

ℛ[GE]
H1
Σ
(OE,S(E), T)

To accomplish this, observe that since H1
Σ
(OE,S(E), T) is R-torsion-free, the

complex CE,S(E),Σ(T) is an admissible complex of ℛ[GE]-modules in the sense
of [13, Def. 2.20].

The Theorem now follows immediately upon appealing to Prop. A.11(ii) of
loc. cit. with the data (ℛ, C, X) taken to be (ℛ[GE], CE,S(E),Σ(T), YE(T)∗) and the
surjection f to be the right-hand map of the exact sequence (34). �

Lemma B.5. Fix a �eld E ∈ Ω(K∕K). Then for any singleton set Σ ∶= { v } ⊈

S(E) one has thatH1
Σ
(OE,S(E), T) is R-torsion-free.

Proof. An analysis of the long exact sequence of cohomology of the triangle
(35) implies thatH1

Σ
(OE,S(E), T)tor identi�es with the kernel of the map

∆ ∶ H1(OE,S(E), T)tor →
⨁

w∈ΣE

H1

f
(Ew, T)

Now �x a place w of E lying over v and consider the in�ation-restriction exact
sequence

0→ H1

f
(Ew, T)→ H1(Ew, T)→ H1(Eurw , T)

Gal(Eurw ∕Ew)

Observe that since T has good reduction at v, there is an equality

H1(Eurw , T) = Homℛ(Gal(E
c
w∕E

ur
w ), T)

which is clearly R-torsion-free. As such we see thatH1

f
(Ew, T) (which is torsion

by (H′
3
)) identi�es with H1(Ew, T)tor. Write now V = T ⊗R Q. Applying Ew-

cohomology to the tautological sequence (39) gives a canonical identi�cation

H1(Ew, T)tor ≅ H0(Ew, V∕T)

A similar argument also shows that H1(OE,S(E), T)tor identi�es with with the
cohomology groupH0(OE,S(E), V∕T). Hence ker(∆)tor identi�eswith the kernel
of the natural map

H0(OE,S(E), V∕T)→
⨁

w∈ΣE

H0(Ew, V∕T)

which is clearly injective. �
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Given this construction we are now in a position to formulate a version of
Question 1.8 for weakly admissible pairs which can be seen as a direct analogue
of [3, Conj. 2.5]:

Question B.6. Is there an inclusionAT,K ⋅ ESr(T,K) ⊆ AT,K ⋅ ES
b
(T,K)?

Remark B.7. If (T,K) is an admissible pair then, for every E ∈ Ω(K∕K),
AT,E = ℛ[GE] whence AT,K = ℛ[[Gal(K∕K)]]. Hence in this case Question
B.6 reduces to Question 1.8.
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